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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether students

who use a computer to study mathematícs attain a hÍgher level of

achievement than students who do not use a comþuter. The study was

conducted during AprÍ1 and May of. L972 at Fort Ríchmond Collegiate,

a senior high school in Winnipeg, Manítoba"

Students in two grade 10 university entrance algebra classes

participated in the study: 2I boys and five girls in the experimental

group which used a computer as a teaching and learníng tool; 16 boys

and 11 girls ín the control group whích did not use a computer. Both

groups \,rere taught by the same teacher f or a period of four weeks,

and except for the use of a computer in the experimental class, the

course objectives, methods, techniques, and instructional materÍals

were Ëhe same for both groups"

A computer terminal linked Èo a large computer at the Univer-

sity of Manítoba was installed in the school for use with the experi-

mental group" For teacher demonstraÈion purposesr computer output at

this terminal was dísplayed via closed circuit television.

The computer was used in three ways: (f) ty the instructor

as a teachíng aid, (2) for problem solving by students, and (3) for

student experimentation. The programing language used was FORTRAN IVt

and ít was introduced to students only as required.

To determine the level of mathematical and general mental

ability of both groups, two pretests were administered' Analysis

of variance performed on the results of these tests confirmed that

significant, pre-trealment. differences existed between the experimental
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and the control group, and scores from the pretests were subsequently

used as covariates in the analysis of a post-treatment achievement

test. This posttest was designed to measure only the achievement

of mathematical objectives and was in no vray cirmputer oriented"

As a result of this study and the concomitant statistical

analysis, the following conclusions were deríved:

1" After treaEnent in a unit of grade 10 mathematics, there

was no significant difference in mean achievement between studenLs

v¡ho used a computer and students who did not, v¡hen post-treatment.

results were analyzed using (a) mathematical ability scores as a

covaríate, and (b) both maËhematical and mental abilíty scores as

covariates.

2" After unit treatment, there \¡¡as a significant difference

in mean achievement between students who used a computer and st,udents

who díd not, when results were analyzed using mental ability scores

alone as a covariate" The dífference was barely signíficant at the

five percent level of confidence and vlas in favor of the group which

did not use a computer.

3" There was no significant treatmenË-sex interaction in

any of the analyses, and thus, males and females did not react

dífferently to the experimental Èreatment"

4" There Ís a definite need for further revision and develop-

ment of instructÍonal methods and materials relevant to this type of

computer-assisted learning in mathematics"

5" Further studies of this type are required to identify

those areas of the high school mathematics curriculum in which this

kind of computer-assisted learning can offer a significant contríbution"
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Importance of Computers in Society

The appearance in 1951 of the worldts first commercial

digítal computer, UNIVAC I, marked the beginning of the modern

computer age - an age which historians may one day call the second

Industrial Revolution" Since that time, the number of computers

at work throughout the world has increased exponentíally to an

estimated 1001000 in 1971, and this number is expected to double

1

by L975"- Technical ímprovements have proceeded in a sirnilar

manner. Todayts comput.ers are lítera1ly 1000 times larger (in

terms of memory capacíty), 101000 times fast.er, and yet, relatÍvely

cheaper than LINIVAC I.2 ,n fact, computers have progressed from

infancy through three generation"3 ,r, less than two decades"

The number of applications has kept pace with these develop-

ments, so that today the computer is involved in virtually every

field of human endeavor, Not only is there no doubt thaL trwe arerr?

1'Nigel Hawkes, The Computer Revolution (London: Thames

and Hudson Ltd., 197I) r pp, 35-37 "

2*"d ah.nin, Computers: A Systems APproach (New York:
Van Nostrant Reinhold Co. , L97L), PP. 6L6-L7.

I

'Computers are termed as being of the first, second, or
third generation according to whether certain components are
vacuum tubes, t.ransistors, or integrated circuits, respectively"
Third generation computers \¡rere first marketed in 1965"

-1-
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as AlvÍn Toffler so succinctly states, Itin the midst of the suPer-

inclustrial revolutionr"4 but a1so that the tempo of this revolution

is ever increasing. I^Ie are indeed tthurtling into the computer age

at a pace which makes the Industrial Revolution look like a

funeral procession. 't5

This rapid development of computers in recent years is

regarded by many as the embodiment of an acceleration of change

which has become so ubiquitous in present day society" It is

precisely this kind of change that is responsible for the modern,

very real phenomenon of rrfuture shock." Alvin Toffler coined thÍs

term in 1965 "to describerttas he saidr?tthe shattering stress and

dÍsorientaÈion that we induce in indivÍduaLs by subjecting them to

too much change in too short a time."6

The fact thaÈ society is indeed sufferíng from this

rrdisease of changerr ís evidenced by the almost irraËíonal resis-

tance t,o change displayed by many individuals and groups" Nowhere

ís Ëhis perhaps more evident than with regard to the computer'

People, including many educatorsr are bewildered by, fearful of,

and more oft.en than not,, mísinformed about these rrgentle machines.'r

They fear that compuLers will_create a race of míndless, standar-

dized, and conforming creatures. In fact, nothing could be

further from the truth. On the contrary, automation 'rfrees the

4o1,rrn Toffter, Future Shock (Toronto: Bantam Books of
canada Lrd., L97l), p. 186.

5ru.*." Martin and Adrian Norman, The Computerized Society
(Englewood Cliffs, N' J.: Prentice-IIal1

6roff1"r¡ op, cit", p" 2.
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path to endless, blinding, mind-numbing diversity."T

The computerized assembly systems of today,

are beginning to offer such a wide range of consuner

make choice, rather than the lack of it, a pr'oblem"

move away from standardization confined to material

for example,

goods as to

Nor is this

things" In

become enslavedr and pass from bewilderment to

future shock" They might indeed become the

education, computers:

, make it easier for a large school to schedule
more flexibly, They make it easier for the school to
cope with independent study, with a wider range of
course offerings and more varied extra-curricular
activíties. More imporLant, computer-assisted
education, prograflìmed instruction and other such
techniques, despite popular misconceptions, radically
enhance the possibility of díversity in the classroom.
They permit each student Lo advance at his own purely
personal pace. They permit him to follow a custom-cut
path toward knowledge, rather than a rigid svllabus as

in the traditional industrial era .lt"sroom.8

One of the fears often expressed by anti-computer protag-

onists is that computers will eventually usurp human decisíon

makíng and virtually enslave mankind" Once again, this fear is

based on mísconception and even ignorance" Study after study has

clearly demonstrat,ed that even junior high school students, when

t.o program compuLers, that isgiven the opportunity, readíly learn

to command computers to do their bidding" It. is true, perhaps,

that those who do

involved may well

frustration - to

remain ignorant of computers and the processes

rrprol-esrr of George Orwell t s 1984"

If computers and their involvement ín human affairs con-

tinue to develop as they are at present, then it is clear that, as

7Tofflur, op cit., p' 266.
Br¡iu., p. 275.
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Martin and Norman have

Children starting
spend almost their
markedly different

stated:

school today are going to ,
entire working lives in a world
from today, ín which it will be

at least as important to understand and cçrmmunicate
with computers as driving a car is today.g

The basic question to be posed now is - are children being

prepared for life in such a world, or are present day educational

leaders like the old generals who persisted ín preparing their

troops for the last war? If society is to avoid the disruptions

of future shock, it is fundamental that an education syst.em be

developed that is geared to the super-industrial revoluLion" It

must be a future-facing system in which sËudents not only learn

about computers per se, but also use them in pursuit of other know-

Ledge" Although a great deal has already been accomplished in this

direction, much work remains to be done, noL only ín the research

area but al-so in incorporating exist,ing knowledge into functioning

classroom curricula"

Modes of Computer Use in Education

More than a decade ago a fev¡ concerned educators foresaw

the potential of the computer as a powerful t.eaching and learning

aid, particularly in mathematics. In 1961 The National Council of

Teachers of MathemaËÍcs initiated a project knovm as the Computer

Oriented Mathematics Project (cO¡'tP)- Some other groups were already

doing work which emphasized how computers operate and how to prepare

computeï programs for solving simple problems. Project COMPr on the

9Martin and Normanr op' cit' , p. 452.
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other hand, attempted to capitalize on the immense appeal of com-

puters to motivate students in the study of mathematics" The use

of computers r^ras seen as a means rather than an end in itself. An

early result of the project l{as a book - Comþuter Oriented

Mathemati""l0 - which was intended primaríly as a background. for

juníor and senior high school teachers" The material could be

used either as enrichment for regular mathematics courses or as

background for new, computer oriented courses. At that time there

vras no clear concept.ion of ho¡.¡ computers could be used to the best,

advantage, either ín mathematics or in education as a who1e"

Since then, however, numerous applicaËions have been identi-

fied" One recent report for example, listed ten areas of computer

use in the process of educatíon" These Íncluded, in part:

(1) Computer-assisted insËruction, dríl1 and pract.ice,
tutorial and dialogue modes using progrannned
instructional technique s.

Q) Computer used as a compuLational aid to problem
solvíng in classes and laboratories for science,
maÈhematics, accounting, economics, etc"

(3) Gaming and simulation of real life situatíons.

G) Computer-mediated instruction involving TV,
films, etc,11

All of these as well as other uses are commonly lumped

together under the often confusíng title of 'tComputer Assisted

Instructionrrt or CAI" Some leaders in the field have endeavored

10__^"Harley E. Tillitt et al., Computer Oriented Mathematics
(l^Iashington, D. C.: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
Inc. , 1963)

11_^*Lee Lewellen (ed"), Computers in the Classroom (San

Carlos, Calif.: Technica fa,tc
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to change this acronym to CAL (Computer Assísted Lear.,itg)r12

while stil1 others have grouped the uses into subseLs" I(" L" Zinn

groups seven or eight modes of use which he has identified into

three types: author control, simulation and gamíngr and scholarly

aids for learning and problu* 
"o1,rÍrrg.13

The most publicízed applications, and the ones normally

associated with the term CAI, are the drill and practice and

tutorial modes of programmed learning. Zinn includes these ín

his author control group, since students using them have no control

over the material or the pace and order in which it is presented"

An extensive and on-going development of this type of computer-

based instrucLion began at Stanford University in early 1963" Much

of the work there has been focussed on arÍthmetic, reading, and

spelling at the elementary school level, although some work has

been done wíth junior high mathematics.

The dri11 and practice system is one ín which the ínstruction

is supplementary to the regular curriculum taught by the classroom

teacher, and as the name suggests, provides practice in basic

skil-ls. The tutorial system on the oLher hand, ís intended to

províde as much of the actual instructíon as possible" Both sys-

Lems employ one computer t.erminall4 fot each student undergoing

12*. 
". 

Gerard, rtComputers In Mathematics And other Edu-
cation.'|Computer-AssistedInstructionAndTh"@,
ed. R. T. oT Mathe-
matics, Inc., 1969): p" 1"

13t<.r1 L. Zínn, rrlmplications of Programming Languages For
MaÈhcmatics Instruction Using Computersrrr Ibid.r P. 82"

L4_I'ermlnals are remote devices controlled by a computer
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instruct.ion" The terminals are all connected to a central com-

puter whose speed is such that ít can handle 100 or more students

simultaneously. Lessons or drílls are presented at the optimum

rate, sequence, and level of difficulty, which the computer cal-

culates for each student from past and present performanceo

Irmnediate attention is given to every response of each student

as well as immediate correction if it. is wrong" Apart from recording

a continuous evaluatíon of each student, the computer also provides

data which is useful in analyzÍng student learning dífficulties"

In these two modes the computer appears Lo offer a long

sought. meLhod of individual learning and true continuous progress"

Despite these advantages, however, the tremendous costs involved

seem líkely t.o limit the wíde use of these two modes, aL leasL

for the present,

Another less costly, but no less effective use of computers

began to emerge in the middle 1960rs" It deals with junÍor and

senior high school mathematics and is the area of CAI of concern

to this study, Karl Zinn calls it. 'rproblem solving with compu-

tation and display toolsr"15 "td includes it in his aíds for

learning and problem solving category. The terminology Ís mis-

i-eading here, since in this mode the comPuteT is used not only to

and connected to it, usually by an ordinary telephone line"
There are t\^ro basic types of terminal - cathode ray tube (cnr)
and teletype. They provide a two-way communicatíon link between
user and computer"

15Ktt1 L. Zinn,
Research On Instructiont
No" 5 (re0z), p" 622.

r?Computer Technology For
rr Review of Educational

Teaching And
XXXVIIRe search,
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solve problems, but also to aid in Lhe teachíng and learning of

mathematical concepts and in the broadening of studentsr under-

standing of basic princíples"

Early attempts to use the computer Ín high school mathe-

matícs tended to regard it as an end in iÈself and generally

treated it in isolation from existing courses. A fundamental

feature of the present approach, horvever, is that the computer

Ís used Ëo strengthen existing courses without disrupting or

changing their objectives or content.s. IË is a learning aid"

No one who has ever taught a course of any description

will deny the truth of the old sayíng, rrthe best way to learn

something is to teach it.rr Therein lies the real usefulness of

compuËers in problem solving. When students use a computer to

solve a particular problem they must literally rrteach?r the computer

how to do it" The following quotation describes the process:

In solving any kind of problem, a compuLer is
helpless untíl it has been given a detailed set of
instructions. The compuLer cantt figure out how to
solve the problem. All it can do is slavishly follow
direcLions step by step until the job is completed"
This is true for any problem v¡e try to solve with a

compuLer, whether íÈts simply adding a column of
numbers or solvíng the complicated equations necessary
to send a missile to the moon" These detailed
ínstructions are called the computer progr"*.16

In preparing computer programs r students need not be

concerned with the inner workings of the machine or how their

instructions are executed electronically. On the other hand,

they are not allowed to do a bad job of teaching" The machine

16Gunutol

(Schenectady, N"
Electric Company, You And The Computer

Y.: Eclucation lulrffie"
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cannot rtunderstand'r il1ogical instructions, nor can ít carry out

illega1 operations such as division by zeroo If such thíngs are

attempted, students receive a printed error message, from which

they can diagnose the trouble and repaír the þrogram for another

try" As Richardson concluded in his report on Proj ecL TI-2L2:

Programming work facilitates the acquisition of
rigorous thinking and expression. Children ímpose the
need for precísíon on themselves through attempting to
make the computer understand and perform their
aigorithms ,17

A further advantage arisíng frorn the use of computers ín

problem solving is the ease wíth which many problems can be gener-

aLízed. In dealing with systems of numeration for exampler students

might first be required to wríte a program that converts numerals

from base 2 to base 10. Succeeding assignments mighË then consist

of changíng the pïogram so that iÈ converts any given base to base

10, and finally, any given base to any target base. Such a general

radix-conversion progïam would undoubÈedly give students a better

grasp of this Ëopic than they could have obtained without the use

_ 18of a computer"'" Such generalizing techniques need not be part of

the curriculum, but can be assigned to bright students as enríchment,

while the teacher assisÈs slower members of a class wíth the basic

program"

Experience has shovm that creativity and individualiÈy are

17r.r"u o. Richardson, Teaching Mathematics Through The Use

of A Time-shared computer, Report prepared under a grant from the
, Eclucation and l^lelfare, Washington, D.C":

Office of Education, Bureau of Research, 1968" p" 1"

tB".rter 
Hof frnan, et al ., rrComputers For School }fathematicsr'l

The Mathematics Teacher, LVIII (May, 1965)' p" 396"
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two other qualítÍes which the use of a computer helps to develop

in students. Most problems can be programed for the computer ín a

myriad of ways, and assignments are often completed with as many

different methods as there are student.s in a class. Some are

shorter, faster, or more elegant than others, but all are equally

valid. Many students who would not otherwise be ínterested are

also 1ed to experiment with problems, and often discover techniques

which, although not always original, are none the less thrilling for

them, In fact, many students become more adept at programíng Lhan

their teacher, particularly in senior grades"

The second, but no less important, aspect of this mode of

use is the computerrs abiLity to aid in imparting concepËs. In the

course of developing a new topic a Leacher can, for example, call

upon previously prepared progïams which have been stored in the

computer system, The outpuÈ from such programs appears on a

terminal inst.alled in Ëhe classroom and ís displayed to an entire

class via closed circuÍt TV" The example outlined below is based

on one reported by Berry, Falkoff, and lverson, and serves to

illustrate this tu.htiqrr".l9

After introducíng linear expressions in two variables, a

teacher might cause the computer to evaluate an expression as each

of Èwo unknovms varies systematically" The behavior of an expres-

sion such as, x + 2y - 1-2, would be displayed as shov¿n in table 1,

19r. c, Berry, A. D. Falkoffr and K. E. Iverson, Using The

Computer To Compute, Philadelphia Scientific Center Technical
@(phi1adetphia:P1ri1ade1phiaScientificCenter
IBM Corporation, 1970), P" L4"
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when supplied with the values:

x = 0 rI1213 14151617 rB
y = B,7,6,5,413,2rl-,0

Table l-

Evaluations of the Expression x + 2y - 12

B

7

6

5

Y Values 4

3

2

1-

0

4s6

234

012

-2 -1 0

-4 -3 -2

-6 -5 -4

-8 -7 -6

-10 -9 -B

-r-2 -11 -10

789

567

34s

L23

-1 0 1

-3 -2 -1

-5 -4 -3

-7 -6 -5

-9 -8 -7

345

X Values

10 11 L2

B 910

678

456

234

012

-2 -1 0

-4 -3 -2

-6 -5 -4

The meaníng of the values in this table would be discussed with

the cLass, and attention focussed on the zeros" That is, what

pairs of xry values make the expression equal to zero? Are there

other pairs besides those shown? How many? Other tables could

quickly and effortlessly be produced with xry values supplied by

the class" The concept of linear equations in two unknowns and

their graphical representation would follow naturally from such

tables" The graph of an equation would result from the second

displ_ay of a table in which all entries were blanked out and the

zeros replaced by dots" In order to complete an assignment students
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could then use this stored program or ¡vrite one of their own"

Usíng such an approach, Berry, Falkoff, and lvcrson claim,

It. the machine is not an individualts tutor, but the arbiter

of proposals made by a class; mathematics beðomes a laboratory

science, open to experiment, conjecLurer and discovery."20

Although such claíms for the foregoing mode of CAI are extremely

promising, they are as yet based largely on conjecture and feasibi-

1-ity studies. Before 1968 there was no reported research evidence

on the effectiveness of this type of CAI in mathematics "d,rc"tiot.21
Since then a few experiments have shown that ít is an effective

teaching and learning aid in some aTeas of mathematics, and ít is

Ëhe purpose of this study to add to this evídence in one smal1 part

of the curriculum"

The Problem

The main purpose of this study centered on the question of

whether the use of a computer r.{ould have any significant effect on

student achíevement ín a uniÈ of grade 10 Mathematics" A sub-

purpose related to this was to determine íf there was any signifi-

cant diffelence in achievement beLween a computer and non-computer

group for male and female students"

In relation to these purposes the following nul1 hypotheses

were tesLed:

20_'"Berry, Falkoffr and Iverson, op" cit" r P" iii"

2lrho*o" E. Kieran, rrThe Computcr as a Teachíng Aid For
Eleventh Grade Mathematics: A Comparison Study" (unpublished Ph"D"
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1968), p" 10"
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L" There is no significant difference ín mean achievement

between students in a unít of grade 10 mathematics who

use a computcr and those who do not.

There Ís no significant difference in mean achievement

between male students ín computer and non-computer groups.

There is no signifícant. difference in mean achievement

between female students in computer and non-compuLer

groups,

Signíficance of the Problem

The computer, tro for the first time gives the possibility

of bríngíng education out of the compLetely artistíc stage into a

science buílt upon an art - which is what. mosË of our sciences have

,)
been,"" If Ëhis possibility is attainable, then educat,ors are

clearly remiss if Èhey do not. strive to implement it" On the other

hand, a science cannot endure on untested hypotheses alone. Thou-

sands of schools in the United States alone are already using

computers ín the instructional process with very 1iLtle solid

research evidence to justify the additional expense" In this

age of accountabilíty, where most people stíll think of the com-

puter ín terms of cartoons, and jokes about míllion dollar pension

cheques, educators cannot afford to jeopardíze CAI with premature

and unfruitful implementations.

A few experiments in recent years have already shown that

)

a

,,.'R.
Educationrtt
Mathematics,
Tcachers of

Mathematíc s

tion And The
: National
p. 1"

And Other
Teachin

W" Gerard, rrComputers In
Comouter-Assisted Instruc
ed" R" T. Ileinter ( ln"p

I{athemat.Ícs, Inc, , 1969)',
Council o

of
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CAI produces signifícant gains Ín student learning in certain

areas of mathematics" It is ímportant that studíes such as this

present one continue to investigate further areas of the curri-

cu1um, and in particular, to develop new materials anci techniques.

Descriptíon of the Study

In order to test the hypotheses of the study, two compar-

able grade 10 algebra classes \^Iere selected and randomly assigned

to experimental and control groups containing 26 and 27 sËudents

respectively. Both groups received instruction in the same unit

of mathematics from Ëhe same Leacher for a períod of four weeks.

Except for ínstruction and assignment.s ín the experimental group

pertainíng to computer programing and problem solvingr as well as

the use of a computer Lermína1, the unit objectivesr contentr and

instructíonal mat.erials were the same for both groups. Thus, the

experimental group used a computer as an inst.ructional aid to

learn algebra, while Èhe control group did not.

Two pretests designed to measure maËhematical and general

mental ability were administered to both groups prior to commencing

the study, and on completion of the unit of instruction both groups

v¡ere given the same achievement test. The post-t.reatment achieve-

ment test was designed to test only unit objectives and made no

reference to computer methods. Finally, to determine the effect

of the computer treatment on student achievement, results of these

tests were subjected to analyses of variance and covariance'
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Límitations of the Study

Like most research, the study described ín this report

has some limitations, the most seríous of which appeaïs in the

assignment of participating students" In the school where the

study v¡as conducLed, existing, intact classes could not be broken

up in the middle of the school year, and it was not possible to

randomly assÍgn students to experimental and control groups"

Instead, the two participating classes were assígned to computer

and non-compuLer treatments by flipping a coin. The method used

by the school to form classes was such that those used in the

study did not contain comparable students. Consequently, even

though statistícal meLhods may a1low for pre-tTeatment differences,

the generalization of the fíndings of this study is severely

1 imited "

The short duratíon of the study is also considered to be

quíte a serious limitation" The four week period may have been

too short, not only to overcome any novelty effect of the computer,

but also for students to become proficient enough in computer

programing to allor,¡ the problem solving mode to be fully

exploited "

Sti11 another factor which may have influenced results, is

the fact that the school in which the study l{as conducted has been

subjected to a number of educational and other studies over the

past few years. There were undoubtedly some students in the study

who resented the administration of further standardized tests and

who did not perform honestly"
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Fina1ly, the problem solvíng and demonstration materials

usecl were adapted and devised by the experimenter and had not

been previously tested. Once again, the need for such materials

that have proven to be both valid and::eliable, cannot be

overemphasized "



Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

After more Lhan a decade of debate there ís still some

dísagreement among educators as to the best mode of computer use

in mathematics instruction, and very 1ittle research evídence

relating to the effectiveness of the various methods" This chap-

ter cont.ains a review of the literature pertaining to the nature

and extenL of computer use in education, and descríbes what

research has been conducted to date in the mode of computer-

assisted problem solving that is of concern to this study" The

chapter has been organized into the following sectíons:

- Nature and extent of computer use ín education

- Research in computer-assisted problem solving

- Summary

Nature And Extent of Computer Use in Education

Although schools usíng computers are sti1l in the minorityt

the inst.ructional use of computers is growing rapidly, particu-

larly in the United States. In 1970, a nationwide survey con-

ducted ín U. S, public secondary schools reported that of the

schools responding, 3 1776 (30.5%) were using computers for

administrative purposes, while l'559 (I2"9Ð reported some

instructional use of computers, with 75"L of these applications

-L7-
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ín mathematics .o,rt""".1 The following is a summary of the

findings rcsulting from this survey:

(f) The instructional applications listed in order
of frequency of mentíon were: Electronic Data
Processing (fne) skil1s training, problem solv-
íng, guídance/counseling, gaming/simulation,
computer assisted instructionr management of
instruction, other classroom insl-ructional
appl ications "

(2) A varieÈy of patterns of combinations of appli-
cations emerged, clustered around guidance-
administrative and problem solving-EDP skills.

(3) The most frequently mentioned student activity
was wriEing and running programs with teachers
assisting.

(4) Although the overall purposes of the applications
varied widely, there was a general emphasis on
using the computer as a tool to accomplish sgbject
matter gpàfs rather than on learning about the
computer as an end in itself"

(5) Applications of compuLers Ëo mathematics instr-
uction dominated' AlmosË three quarters of all
computer applications were involved with mathe-
matics instruction.

(6) There \^ras very little formal integration ot
computers into the curriculum except in mathe-
matics where there l¡¡as a 1itt1e more integration.

0) The model grade in which instructional computer
applications r/¡ere íntroduced was grade 10 rvith
some variat.ion across applicatíons wiÈhin grades
9-11 "

(B) Overall the most frequently mentioned programing
language used for instructional applications was

FORTRAN; second was BASIC.2

It is significant to note thaÈ even though the professed

1_*Lee Lewellen (ed"
Carlos, Ca1if": Technica

2r¡r¿., pp. 4-5.

), Computers in the Classroom (San

Ua" -z*"
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aim of most schools is to use Èhe computer as an aid ín attaining

subject matter goals, there is still very 1íttle integration into

existing curricula" What is even more sígnificant, is that after

more than a decacle of increasing computer usà of one form or

anothe¡ in mathematics education, there sti1l exists uncertainty

as to which role is the most useful. In L969, seven 1eve1s at

which a computer might be used in conjunction with secondary school

mathematics programs v/ere lísted by Charles Zoet in terms of the

following objectives:

1. To let students know about computers - their impact
on modern "o"i.t@.

2" To enable a student to understand the concepts involved
ín the d."igt of " .o*p

ut from a design Point of
view.

3" To develop a studentrs ability- t.o use a particular
computer in a manner than empþasizes its basic
èoncepts and its potential foi use.

4. To develop a studentts abílity to use a computer--to

and the strategies
enlisted ín using it to solve mathematÍcal problems"

5" To develop the studentt s ability to use the computer
to provide additional insight into some of the prob-
lems studied in classes such as advanced algebra.

6. To use the comput.er as an integral part of the teaching
of advanced algebra (or other classes) - with all students
required to use it in certain phases of the class"

7 " To teach mathematics by programing the computer to
interact with individual students in a fashion designed
to achieve some particular behavioral objective.J

3charle" J. Zoel , r?Computers In Mathematics Educationrrl
ed. I^Ialter Koetlce, The Mathematics Teacher, LXII (Nov", 1969),
pp" 565-566"
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The niany hundreds of schools no\,¡ using the computer in

mathernatics instructíon undoubtedly range along a continuum from

those that use the machine only superficially, to those that use

it as the basÍs for entire courses. In vier'¡'of the previously

mentioned survey hor.¡ever, it is apparent that most are using it

ín pursuit of objectíve four above: that is, for Problem solving

ín conjunction with, but not an integral part of, existing curri-

cu1a. While many claims have been made for the effectiveness of

this type of problem solving, very lit.tle has been done t,o substan-

tiate them. On the other hand, most of Èhe research studies con-

ducLed to date have concentrated on a combination of objectives

four, five and six above, and have shown this to be a most effective

mode - a mode in which the computer is used as a learning and

Leaching aid and is completely integraËed into the currículum.

This mode of problem solving is the one of concern to this study

and Lhe relatively few expelÍments already conducted in this area

will be discussed be1ow.

Research In Computer-Assisted Problem Solvíng

The firsL controlled investigation into the effectiveness

of computers on mathematics achíevement began in 1965 at the

Universíty of Minnesota High School. This two-year study - called

the computer-Assisted Mathematics Project (cew) - encompassed

grades 7 to 12 and was designed to:

1" Identify appropriate sections of existing curricula
Èhat students might learn more effectively by writing
computer programs t

2" Develop materials and methods for using the computer
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as part of the regular mathematics curriculum, and

3" Evaluate the effectiveness of the devised materials
and methods on student achievement.

One of the most useful results arísing from this study is a series

of six books entitled, Computer Assisted Mathematics Program, which

contain topics that are usually found in secondary school mathematics

programs. As the authors state:

In short, the books in the CAMP series use the computer
as a problem-solving tool. Nearly all- the lessons focus on
teaching the students to design and test. algorithms (programs)
for the kinds of problem¡ they are likely to encounter in
their regular textbooks.*

It ís important to note that even ín this early study,

experimenters realized that the computer is not an effective aid

in every part of a given mathematics curriculum, as the following

quotation emphasizes:

However, not all topics from secondary-school math-
emaLics are equally appropriate for computer-assisted learning.
The authors have attempted to identífy important topics that
will be better understood and appreciated by students if
they have the opportunity to examine the ideas by wríting
computer ptogt.t" and studying the output.5

In fact one of the major contributions of this and other such

studies is the identification of those areas of school mathematics

in which the computer offers significanL advantages over tradi-

tional methods.

Two ímportant studies within the CAMP project have been

It*pamela W. Katzman, Geometry, Vol. IV of Computer Assisted
Mathematics Program (Glenview, I1l.: Scott, Foresman and Co",

ffi
5-...Ibtcl .¡ P. v.
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reported scparately by Kier".6 "td IIatfield,T The study concluctecl

by Kieren tool< place during the 1965-66 and L966-67 school years

at the University of Minnesota High School, and involved 97 grade

11 sturlents in the course called Intermediatê Mathematics. Both

an experimental (compuËer) and a control group were taught the

same materíal by one teacher, using identical course objectives

and philosophies, but different methods" The computer class had

access to a remote computer through a teletype terminal locaLed

in the school. This group used computer materials which contained

mathematical expositions, sample computer programs, and many exer-

cises that directed students to devise and run their own programs.

In some topics, programs were developed by the Leacher and sLudents

together, either indívídually or as a group. In any caser the

output from computer programs r¡ras used Èo help develop mathematical

concept.s and understandings.B In contrast, the control group did

not. have access Èo a computer and was taught the same subject

matter by traditional methods.

To determine the effect of using a computer in this way,

all partícipating students were pretested with a standard achieve-

6rho*." E. Kieren, r'The Computer as a Teachíng Aid For
Eleventh Grade Mathematics: A Comparison Studyrt' (unpublished
Ph"D. dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1968)"

'l
'Larry L" tlatfíeld, rtComputer-Assisted Mathematics: An

Investigatíon of the Effectiveness of the Computer Used as a Tool
to Learn Mathematicsrr' (unpublished Ph.D" dissertation, University
of Minnesota, 1969) "

o
'A complete description of the materials and mode of com-

puter use for the unit on quadratic equations was gíven by l(ieren
in The Mathematics Teacher, Apr., f969"
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ment test in mathematics at the start of each year. Unít achíeve-

ment tests were also given at intervals throughout the year and a

final post-treatment test admínistered ín May of L966 and 67"

Treating each year as a separate experíment, analysis of variance

and covariance methods revealed that during the second year, the

mean achievement of students ín the computer gloup was significantly

better ín the final, post-tïeatment achievement tesÈ. Also in 1966*

67, it was found that the nul1 hypothesis of no treatment dif-

ferences had to be rejected ín favor of the control class in two

unit tests on trigonometry. This last deËrimental result dramati-

cal1y points out the need for experimentation to determine the

aïeas of the mathematics curriculum for which computer methods

are effective.

In addition, the proportions of correct responses r¡/ere

examined for 348 test it,ems used during Ëhe second year"

Kierent s study revealed that the nul1 hypothesis of
no difference ín the proporËion of students correctly
responding to a test item was rejected for 43 of the 348
ítems included, A thorough study of the items índÍcated
Ëhat the computer had 1ittle positíve effect on simple
skil-1s such as computation with complex-numbers and
geomet.rical treatmenËs of trígonometty.9

In contrastrtrfrom the evidence of this studyrttKieren states,ttit

seems to make its st,rongest cont.ributions in the areas of complex

ski11s, orgaîízation of data and drawing conclusions therefrom,

and the study of infinite proces"u"."10

9Franlclin D. Ronan, "A Study Of The Effectiveness Of A

Computer l^lhen Used As A Teaching And Learning Tool In lligh School
Mathematicsr" (unpublished Ph.D" dissertation, University of
Michigan, l97L).

10__.-"Kíeren, op. cit., pp" 127-28.
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Another two-year study, simii-ar to Kíerenrs both in desígn

and proccdures, \Âras conducted by llatf ield using seventh grade

students" The second year in particular showed some signifícant

gains in mean achievement for the computer cl'ass:

During Year 2, the means analysis of treatment effect
revealed significance on one (Elementary Number Theory)
of the six unit tesLs and two (contemporary Mathematics
Test and Thought Problems) of the six post-treatment
Lests. These significant differences all favored the
computer treatment. , " . The number theory unit was
recognized as a particularly relevant setting for the
use of the computer, The emphasis of thís unit !{as on
exploration and inquiry with problems ínvolvíng many
laborious calculations. The orientatíon was Lo use Ëhe

computer as a laboratory tool to explore a number of
interest.íng number theory settings.Ll

One of the earliest large scale research studies in the

field of computer-assisLed problem solvíng was entítled, 'rTeaching

Mathematícs Through the Use Of A Time-Shared Computerrrt (Project

H-2L2) and was conducted by the Massachusetts State Department of

Education from 1965 to 1968" It might best be described by quoting

directly from Èhe final project reporL:

The design of Proj ect H-2L2 envisaged making use of
the computer as the basis for a laboratory approach to
the presentation of mathematics. Classroom instruction
was to be augmented by student experíments in devísíng
and testing mathematical algorithms on the computer"
oaoaa

The students participating in Project H-212 were
taught t.o program a computer--or, more precísely, to
write programs in a particular programing language" The
prímary goal was not Lo impart facility in programing
for its own salce, but rather to exploit. it for the
presentation of mathematical ideas through classroom
instruction and individual student laboratory work.

The v¡orl< performed in Project H-212 sought to show
that the teaching of the set of concepts related to
computing, programing, and information processing could

llltrtf ield ¡ op. cit. , p. 19.
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be used to facílitate and enhance l-he presentation of
st.andard school mathematical curricular material, inclu-
dÍng arithmetic, algebra, and elementary calculus.
From the work carried out by the project at grades 6

through 12, the followirrg conclusions are drawn:

(1) It is possible to consLruct programing languages of
great expressive power yet so simple to learn that they
can be effectivel-y taught to elementary school chíldren.

(2) Children are easily motivated to v¡rite programs at
computer consoles" This kind of mathematical activity is
immensely enjoyable to children generally, íncluding those
not in the top levels of mathematical ability.

(3) Programing work facilitates the acquisítion of rigor-
ous thinking and expression. Children impose the need for
precision on themselves through attempting to make the
computer understand and perform their algorithns.

(4) A series of key maËhematical concepts such as variable,
equatíon, function, and algorithm, can be presented with
exceptional clarity in the context of programíng"

(5) The use of a programing language effectively provides
a workíng vocabulary, an experimental approachr and a set
of experiences for discussing mathematics" MathemaÈical
discussion among hígh school students, relatively rare ín
the conventional classroom, was commonplace in this
laboratory setting"

(6) Computers and programing languages can be readily
used in either of two ways in the mathematics classroom,

(a) By indívidual students for independent study on
extracurricular problems or special projects"
(b) As a laboratory facilíty to supplement regular
classroom lecture and discussÍon work. In this mode

students are given assígned problems to work out at
the computer. "12

A third and equally important use of the computer ín the

mathematics classroom - teaching through demonstration programs -

was also pioneered in Proj ect I1-2L2" The numerous teacher demon-

stratíon programs used in the study vlere pre-written and stored

12-""Jesse O. Richardsou, Teaching Mathcmatics Tl-rrough The Use

Of A Time-Shared Computer, Report prepared under a grant from the
U.S.Department of IIealth, Eclucation and I^Ielfare, WashingLon, D"C":
Office of Education, Bureau of Research, 1968. Pp" 1'2"
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ín the computer system accordíng to the followíng criteria:

1" Error-free calculatíons with a minimum of computation

time in class,

2" Increased plausibilitY

cepts through inductive support"

3" Diffícult programs with

of abstraót mathematical con-

concentrate on mathematícal concepts

or cumbersome student programing"

output that allows students to

while avoiding non-relevant

4. Motivat.ion and challenge to a broader study of mathe-

*"t.i"".13 Some examples from the many such programs used, were

those designed to show: (1) the deirsity of rational numbers,

(2) the effect, of a, b, and c on the graph of y = ^*2 * bx * c,

and (3) the conveTgence of a hyperbola to its asymptote" i^Ihenever

required by the teacher, the output of such programs was instantly

available on the computer termínal, which in turn could be dísplayed

to the class via closed circuít t.elevision. Bolt Beranek and

Newman, the fírm which supplied technical assisLance to the project,

has subsequently developed an inexpensíve projection system for

dísplayíng terminal outPuts.

Although ProjecL H-TLZ was primarily a methodological

rather than an empirical study, it brought to light many areas

for further research, and has been, perhaps more than any other

single study, responsible for the growing ínterest in this mode

of computer use. InLerest in this project was so widespread that

during the 1965-66 school year more than 100 individuals from 32

13r¡i¿", pp. 16-19.
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states and 10 foreign countries observed some project activities.

In addition to these visitations, project newsletters were also

widely clistribut"d.14 As a direct result of this interest at

least six major projects similar in nature to tl-2I2 wete initiated
1q

by L967 "-- One such project, inÍtiated by Dartmouth College in

New Hampshire, resulted in the installation of computer terminals

in 18 secondaïy schools in fíve New England States by 1968"

Another study stemming from H-212 was Project LOCAL

(Laboratory For Computer Assisted Learning), which involved grade

10r 11, and 12 students from fíve MassachusetLs school systems, and

provided intensive in-service courses for teachers. This project

also investígated the use of teleLype terminals ín the rroff-linerr

mode, in which sLudents prepare their programs on punched paper

t.ape with no connection to the computer. In order to run a programt

the content,s of studentst tapes can be transmÍtted to the computer

in seconds instead of Lhe long periods required v¡hen usíng the

termÍnal keyboard" Thís result.s in a greaÈ reduction in the tÍme

a Lermínal is actually connected to the computer and achieves a

significant saving of money" Project LOCAL also provided some

empirical results, In one participating school for example, three

groups of students taking second year algebra were taught the same

materíal by the same teacher using three different methods"

. Student.s in two groups received instruction in flow-
charting and used this technique of designing and repre-
senting problem solutions graphically in doing their
homework. Students in one of these trvo groups also learned
computer programing and did homework problems on the

l4rbrd", p. A-4-2"
15r¡i¿., pp. A-4-4 - A-4-7"
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computer" The third group, whích served as a control group,
was taught in the traditíonal fashion, using lecture, class-
room discussion, and ordinary pencí1 and paper homervork
assignments.

Over the school yearr the group which worked rvith the
computer improved more than either of the other groups ín
general scholastic and reasoning abilitiesr as measured by
standardized tests. As can be seen in the following figure,
the computer group improved more than. tr,^¡ice as r-nYgl as tÞe
control group on a test of g,eneral scholastic ability and
almost four times as much on a reasoning test"rb

Percent Change
From Pre-Test

ConLrol Group Scores
Flowchart Group Scores
Computer Plus Flowchart

Group Scores

in Group Mean
to Post-Test

Abstract Scholastic
Reasoning Aptitude

Test Test

4"6
9.7

L7 "2

2"9
5"1

7"5

These results are particularly significant if it

abstract reasoning ís not confined to mathematics

carry over into other disciplines, and indeed, to

problems and situations.

More recently, a few researchers such as Berry, Falkoff,

and lverson, have beenrttroubledr" "" they say, "by the marked

tendency for the use of a computer to divert attention from the

t.opics at hand to other quite different ones. .'''L7 One of

the main causes of this diversion is that:

16co*p"tut" I" Thu cl r oP. cit., p. 2.

ís considered that

alone, but will

many everyday

E. Iverson, Using The
Center Technical
Center IBI'Í Corp " ,

17r' a. Berry, A. D. Falkoff, and K.
Computer To Compute, Philadelphia Scientifíc
@ (philadetphia scientific
1970), p. 1
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. Much of the work in educational computing has been
done by people ¡.vho narrowly construe "cotnputer aided
instructíonrr as an extensíon of programed instruction,
and the computer as a successor to the Skinnerían
teaching machinc. This approach has discouraged the
development of dírect contríbutions of computing to
the elucidation of mathematical topics""

Consequently, Berry, Falkoff, and

developíng computer techniques to

wíthín the framework of existing

Iverson have concentrated on

elucidate mathematical topics

courses" They have made extensive

use of the programing language ca1led APL (A Programíng Language),

mainly because of the following features:

1. The ease with which expressions are generalized to
arrays, which makes it much easier to appreciate
patterns and sLructure in results--a fundamental
objective in teachíng.

2" The treatment of functions, which facilitates exam-
ínat.íon of the properties of algebraic expressíons"

3" APLts rich set of primitive operations, which provides
a full range of functions for mathematical and, logical
operations and for the manipulation of arrays-rv

In their report, Using The Computer To Compute, Berry, Falkoff,

and Tverson describe most lucidly the use of this language in the

teaching of several algebraíc topícs, including functions and

equatíons. A seríes of such experÍment.al teaching units was

developed during the summer oL L969 for students in the first

year of high school algebra. The report concluded that:

1, Effective use of the computer can be based on the
introduction of only three simple ideas. Further
notation need be introduced only as called for by
the topíc of studY.

2" APL permits the treatment of mathematical topícs
in a notation that is close to that already ín use

18r¡ia" 19r¡ia" r p. z.
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in mathematics, and diffcrs from ít only in the
directíon of increased consistency, generality, or
power, and a minímum of concession to the inner
worlcing of the machine" Notation used in the text
or classroom is directly executable by the machine"

3. It is possíble to extend use of the'computer to all
aïeas of the mathematics curriculum, and not just
to topics involving extensive computatÍon"

4" Use of the computer for this purpose does not require
the teaching of rrprogramingrr in the sense it is
usually understood. Much of the instructíon involves
the behavior of functions rvhich can be defined in a

síngle statement, involving neither sequencing nor
branching "

5" Effective use of the compuLer can be made on a coll-
ective basis, aL a cost far below that of systems 2^
requíring individual interaction with each student""

While this work has undoubtedly been ínvaluable in the production

of new computer mat.erials and techniques, conclusions such as (3)

above are misleadíng. Although it ís true that computer maLerials

can be devised for all areas of the mathemat.ics curriculum, every

empirical study conducted to daLe has shown that, in their present

form at least, these methods are not as effectíve as tradiLional

techníques so unt.ried, thaL topics which

not be discardedhave not proved adaptable in one instance should

categorically from further studies, particularly if results vlere

ones in some toPics"

new, horvever, and the

ínconclusive" In an

ducted by Kieren and

The instrucLional use of computers is so

additional study very simílar to those con-

21
Hatfieldr-- Franklin Ronan stated in his

findings that, rrthere ís widespread need for revision and further

development of instructional materials relevant to computer-

20rbrd", o, tg. 2lrrroro, p. zz.
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assisted problem-solving in mathematics."" Statements to this

effect have also been contaíned in every study of this type

revíewecl by thís author" This fact, plus the knowledge that the

computer methods alreacly clescribed do assist students to achieve

significantly better in certain areas of mathematics, makes further

experimentation in thís mode of computer use not only relevantr but

also imperative.

Summary

It is apparent that even though there is a wide range of

computer use ín present day education, many schools are using it

as a problem solving aid to achieve subject matter goals, but with

Líttle integratíon ínto existing curricula" In addítion, virtually

no empirical evídence exists to support the effectiveness of this

mode of use. On the other hand, some experiments have been con-

ducted with the computer completely integrated into existing

courses; not only as a problem solving too1, but also to províde

students wíth additional insight into some areas of study, and to

assist in the teaching process itself' These studies have shovm

that this mode of computer use does significantly increase achieve-

ment in cerLain topics of high school mathematics, but not in

others. All sLress the importance of identifying those areas

where the computer is effective, and voice the need for developing

nevr computer materiaLs and techniques"

22*on"r,¡ op. cit., p. 3.



Chapter III

SETTING, PROCEDURES, AND DESIGN OF' TIIE STUDY

This study \{as designed to ansrver the questíon: Do stu-

dents who use a computer to study a unit of grade 10 mathematics

achieve sÍgnifícantly better than sLudents who do not use a

computer? This chapLer contains a descrípLion of the design and

procedures used in the invest.ígat,ion to ans\,,/er this question. It

ís divíded under the following headings:

- Description of community and school

- Selection of participants

- Subject-matter

- Design of the study

- Instructional materials, methodsr and techníques

- Evaluative instruments

Description of Community and School

The community of Fort Garry - a suburb of l^linnípeg,

Manítoba - hras selected as the locale for the study, because of

the pioneering and long standing interest of the Fort Garry School

Division in computer science; and also because the Uníversity of

Manítoba, whose computer was used, ís located there"

Fort Garry ís mainly a residential area although it does

contain the university and some diversified industry in an expandíng
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ínclustrial park. Fort Richmond, the actual sectíon of Fort Garry

where the study was conducted, is very nerv and completely resí-

dentíal" It is located betrveen the university and the perimeter

híghway on the extreme southern edge of Winnipeg. The area is

growíng rapidly, with the construction of new homes in constant

evidence. The population contains a large number of famílies wíth

young children and includes many university staff members"

The Fort Garry School Dívision contains 13 schools which

include seven elementary, four junior high, and two senior high

schools. In L972-73 there were 6r439 students enrolled in kinder-

garten through grade 12, and 331 teachers" The courses Ëaught are

largely academic, although some business education and industrial

arts courses are offered"

Fort Richmond collegiate, the school ín which the study

was conducted, was completed ín 1967 and at that tíme included

students from kindergarten to grade 12" By 1970, with the openíng

of new junior high and elementary schools ín the disÈríct, ForL

Richmond became a senior high school exclusively, with students

enrolled in grades 10, 11, and 12" Since then the student popu-

lat.íon has íncreased by about. 50 to 75 students annually, and aL

the time of this study in L972, the enrollment at Fort Richmond

Collegiate was 375"

Two-thirds of the courses offered at the school are of the

uníversity entrance type, which are required by the universities

in Manitoba for entrance into various faculties' The remainder are

general-, business education and industrial arts courses" A large

percent.age of students graduating from Fort Richmoncl Collegiate go
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on to post secondary education, eitirer at universíty or community

college "

Selection of Participants

Since every grade 11 and 12 mathematícs class at Fort

Richmond contained some students \^¡1ìo were also taking a computer

science course, the experimenter decided to use grade 10 students

for the study rather than atLempting to al1ow for this additíonal

variable. Because the study Look place Ín the middle of the spring

term, students could not be randomly selected for participatíon,

and existing, íntact, grade 10 mathematics classes were used. The

use of univeïsíty entrance classes was predetermined, as two were

ïequired for the study and only one of the six grade 10 classes in

the school r,¡as taking the general course.

Due to time-table arrangements of the school, one particí-

patíng group had to be selected from three existing classes and

the other from two. Since comparable groups were desired, selection

was based on class means in mathematics from Èhe previous term.

Thís criterion for selection, howeverr did noL guarantee completel-y

comparable groups, because the two classes had been taught by

different teachers and evaluated separately. On the other hand,

any pretreatment differences arising from thís factor were allowed

for in the design of the study and analysis of data"

Finally, assignment of the participating classes to experi-

mental and control groups was done by flipping a coin. The experi-

mental ancl control groups thus chosen containcd 26 students (21 boys

and 5 girls) and 27 studcnts (16 boys and 1l girls) respectivcly.
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Subj ect-Matter

The subject-matter selected for the study was the unit of

the grade 10 university entrance algebra course concerning systems

of linear equations as outlined in the Manítoba high school program

t2
of studiesr'and contained in chapter 10 of the authotízed text,

The following outline ídentifies the relevant content of this

chapter in detail:

1. Equatíons in two variables

2" Independent, inconsístent, and dependent systems

3" Solving systems of equations by graphing

4" Equivalent systems of equations

5. Solving sysLems of equations by additíon, comparíson,

and subst,Ítutíon

In addition to this material, a little time was spent in reviewing

coordínat.e systems on a Plane'

In thís study the computer was used r,qith the experímental

group to help attain the current behaviorai- object.ives of the unit,

and evaluation of the computerts effectiveness vlas based upon

student achievement in relation to those objectives" No new mat-

erial was aclded, and nothíng was deleted from the content of the

course with either the experimental or control group"

lManitoba lligh School Program of Studies: Grades 9-I2,
l97L-72, Department of Education, p. 11

and E" H. Garland, Modern
Rinehart and Winston of

?-E. D" Nichols, R. T" Heimer,
Intermcdiate Algebra (Toronto: Holt,
@pp" 289-302.



Desígn of the Study

The desÍgn of this study corresponds wíth the one that

Campbell and Stanley idenLífy in their taxonomy of experimental

designs, as the Pretest-Posttest Control Group De"ign.3 It has

the form:
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The top and bottom rov¡s represent experimental and control groups

respectively while the two Rts symbolize the random assignment. of

classes to these groups" The X represents the exposure of an

experimental group to a treatment, the effects of r^¡hich are to be

measured" The purpose of the Ors is to signify a Process of

measurement. The 0rs vertical to one another, such as 0r0, and

0204, indicate simultaneous measurement, whereas the left to ríght

dímension represents temporal order. In other words, 0103 are the

pretesting, and 0r0O the posttesting of two groupsr separated in

time by the exposure of the experimental group Lo some Lreatment"

IL should be noted that the comparison of X in the experimental

group with no X in the control group ís an over-simplification.

ItThe comparisonr'r campbell and St,anley state, "is actual ly with

the specific activities of the control group which have fil-led

the time period corresponding to that in which the experimental

3o.

Experimental
on Teaching,
pp" 17L-246"

T. Campbell, J" C. Stanley, rrExperimental and
Designs for Research on Teachingr" l]o.db-\
ecl. N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co" r 1965) t
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group receives t.he X.'r' In thís study, tl-re computer treatment

corresponds to the X, while the conventional mcthod of instruction

represents the no X"

Two pretests, consistíng of an IQ test and a stanclardized

mathematícs achievement test, ¡^¡ere administered simultaneously to

bcith groups, one week prior to conìrnencement of the study" The

purpose of these tests was to determine to what extent the two

groups were comparable" If significant pretreaLment dífferences

exisËed, then the scores from these tests would be used as co-

variates in the analysis of post-treaLment data" In this way,

any significant dífferences in post-treatment scores could be

attríbuted to the treatment.

In order to eliminate the effect of differenL teachers t

the experimenter taught both groups" Following 15 fifty minute

períods of instruction oveï a period of four weeks, a teacher

constructed achíevemenL test vlas administered to both classes"

It, tested only the mathematical objectives of the unit and was

in no way computer oriented"

Instructíonal Materials, Methods, and Techniques

As in many present day mathematics classrooms, the experi-

menLer not only made use of the blaclcboard, but also relied heavily

on overhead projector transparencies in presenting neiv material -

both in the control and experimental groups" Also, in addition

to the authorized text, examples, demonstrations and illustrations

4r¡i¿., p. 183.
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from several supplementar:y sources were used" Grcat care was

exercísed in ensuring that ídentical content was prescnted to

both groups"

To mÍnimize curiosity and antagonism, or other forms of

contaminatíon between classes, both groups were 1-o1d that they

r¡¡ere part of an experiment to help improve the mathematics currÍ-

culum for future students. Towards the end of the experiment, the

cont.rol group r,¡as al so gíven a demonstration of the computer ter-

minal, This consisted of interactive games played with the computer

and díd not ínclude any mathematical content"

Throughout the experiment both groups meL at the regularly

scheduled times, wiLh the control group ín their usual classroom

and the experimental group in the computer science room. For the

study, this room was equiped wiÈh a telephone, an IBM 274L type'

writer Ëerminal, a closed circuit television camera and víewing

set, plus a special overhead projector, designed for use with the

terminal, Since teacher demonstratÍon programs formed an integral

part of the computer method, it was extremely ímportant that all

students receive an immediate and clear vÍew of the output of such

progïams from their seaLs" Figure 1 illustrat.es the arrangement

of equipment to accomplish this" I^Ihen demonstrating a program,

the experimenter was seated at the terminal in front of the room

ancl facing the class, with the camera focussed on the output over

his shoulder. Prograni outputs were then displayed on the TV set

to the right of the terminal" This set was mounted on a wheeled

sLand and could be easily positioned for optimum viewing" The

overhcad projector was mounted on the terminal and when in use
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clísplayecl outputs on a large portablc screcn dÍrectly behind the

instructor, Tl-re projector was also used for ordínary transparencies-

For blackboard \^iork, the screen and calìera were moved aside or the

board along one side of the room v/as used.

Use of the computer v¡ith the experimental grouP was really

threefold. It was usecl for: (1) demonstration programs , (2) student

assignments, and (3) student experimentation. The demonstration

programs were Leaching aids developed by the experímenter and stored

in the computer system, r^¡here they were continuously available for

display as required. The actual computer progïams used in Lhe study,

together with descriptions of theír use and sample outputs, are

contained in appendix A" Tn many cases, only the output was of

importance to the students, and they never saw the actual programs.

At other times, simple problem solving programs were developed in

class by teacher and students together. In thís way, mathemaËícal

concepts did not take second place to compuËer programing per se t

Ëhe language and techniques of which r.¡ere introduced only when

requíred "

FORTRAN IV was the actual programing

IBM 360 serj-es computeï and I^IATFIV compiler"

BASIC and APL, r{ere also available, but for

considered feasible for this study"

language used, with an

5 ,ro other languages,

various reasons \"/ere not

5ur,1ir.u human languages such as English, programing languages
are extremely formal and unambiguous, and are thus interpretable by

machine. A compller, itself a computer program, translates languages
such as FORTRAN into a form that is executable by computer. The

I^IATFIV compiler was clesignecl especially for students and provides
excellcnt error diagnostics for the programer.
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In using the computer for assígnments, students sometimes

used the demonstration programs to solve gíven problems, while at

other times they were required to develop and run their own programs"

Some conventional-, non-computer assignments wère also given" The

computer room was available to the students both before and during

the regular school day, as well as in the eveníngs" Some class

time was also reserved for students to use the terminal-"

One IBM Selectric typewriter termínal was available for the

study, and along with the computer time usedr I,,7as donated wíthout

charge by the Universíty of Manitoba' AlËhough ín almost constant

use for four rveeks, this terminal gave excellent. service and was lost

to Ëhe study for only one day. Use of the terminal was governed by

the Manitoba universíty Monitor (uu¡l) system, which is a program

developed at the University of Manitoba,6 Urrd.t this systemr pro-

grams can be created, edited and run, eíÈher immediately, or sLored

for later use. Response ís virtually ínstantaneous and each pro-

gramer has the dÍstinct impressíon that he is the sol-e user of the

compuLer"

The first period of instrucËion r,¡ith the experimental group

was spent in demonstrat.íng various procedures for using the terminal,

and a board containing these was placed on the terminal table for

student reference. This board is shown in appendix B. Similar

boards with a description of the purpose and method of use for each

demonstratior-r program \¡/ere also provided"

6*. ,. collens (ed.)
Guide (Winnipegr þ"] , 1977

- The Universitv of Manitobc MUM Userr s

)
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An example of a demonstration program, teacher/studcnt

developecl program, ancì student assignment, as was used in teaching

the solution of systems of equations by comparíson, is outlíned

be 1ov¡ "

A system of equations of the form' # i ii i F = 3, where

A, = D, or B = E, lends itself Lo solution by the comparison method.

This method r+as introduced with a parallel development of the theory

and a concrete example such as the followíng"

Given a system where the coefficients of x are the same in

both equations - we have:

1) Ax+BY+C=0
2) Ax+EY+F=0

1) 10x+10y+3=0
2) 10x-10y-5=0

3) 10x = -10y - 3

Ð 10x= 10y+5

5) -10y-3=10y+5

3) Ax=-By-C
4) Ax=-Ey-F

5) -By-C=-EY-f

Inlhat is required now is to find the value of y which wíll make the

l-eft and right hand sides of equations (5) equal" This value can be

found usíng a trial and error method which evaluates both sides of

the equations separately (but uses the same y value in each side)

for a wide range of different y values. Eventually, if enough

different y values are tried, the correct one will- be found" The

program tít1ed Trial and Error Comparison Program 1, contained in

appenclíx A, was desígned to illustrate this procedure" The above

example can be evaluated for values of y startíng at any gíven

inÍtial value and increasing in steps of one, as illustrated in the

computer output of table 2. If none of the values tríed makes the

two sidcs equal, then either y is not in this range, or it is a

fractiorr lyíng between two values. If, as in this caser it ís a
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fraction, then the difference between the left and ríght hand sídes

reaches a minimum and then begins to increase. The required y value

must lie betwcen the two values that make the difference closest to

zero, and can be found by repeating the evalualion process, starting

with the smallest of these values and íncreasing in steps of 0.1"

Thís process is repeated until the value of y is found exactly, or

at worst, correct to four decimal places"

Now that the value of y has been found to be -0"4, this

value is substituted in the oríginal equations (1) and (2), and

the value of x found by trial and error in the same manner. The

Trial and Error Program 2 contained in appendíx A accomplishes this.

The correct value of x ís that which makes both oríginal equations

equal to zero, as shornm by the computer output of table 3 '

Table 2

Computer Output of Trial and Error
Comparison Program 1 for the System

10x+10Y+3=0
10x-10y-5=0

I

-5.0000
-4"0000
-3 "0000
-2"0000
-1.0000
0.0000
1 "0000
2 

" 
0000

3 "0000
4"0000

-1 "0000
-0.9000
-0.8000
-0. 7000
-0 " 6000
-0.5000
-0 "4000

-By-c

47 " 0000
37"0000
27 .0000
17"0000

7 " 0000
-3 "0000

-13 "0000
- 23 

" 
0000

-33 "0000
-43 .0000

7.0000
6 

" 
0000

5 " 0000
4.0000
3 .0000
2 "0000
1 "0000

-Ey-F DIFFERENCE

-45"0000 92"0000
-3s"0000 72"0000
-2s.0000 52"0000
-15"0000 32"0000
-5"0000 12"0000
5"0000 8"0000

15 "0000 28.0000
25"0000 48"0000
35.0000 68"0000
45"0000 88"0000

-5.0000 12.0000
-4.0000 10.0000
-3 "0000 8.0000
-2"0000 6"0000
-1 "0000 4"0000
0.0000 2"0000
1.0000 0.0000
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There are always some students who attempt to solve equations and

systems of equat:'-ons by trial and error, but unlike a computer

program, they often do so in a ranclom manner and fail to find the

solution. The power of such a demonstration program is thaL cal-

culations Lhat would not orclínarí1y be attempted can be done without

error, in a few minutes. The method is illustrated here to empha-

size its inefficíency, parLicularly if it is done by hand and Lhe

solution is a fractional one"

Table 3

Computer Output of Trial and Error
Comparison Program 2 f.ot the System

10x+10y+3=0
10x-10Y-5=0

-5.0000
-4 " 

0000
-3.0000
-2"0000
-1 "0000

0 ,0000
1 "0000
2 

" 
0000

3 "0000
4.0000

0.0000
0.1000

Y

-0.4000
-0 .4000
-0 " 

4000
-0 "4000
-0 " 4000
-0 "4000
-0 " 

4000
-0 .4000
-0 .4000
-0 " 

4000

-0 .4000
-0 "4000

Ax+By+C

-51 "0000
-41 "0000
-31"0000
- 21 

" 
0000

-11 "0000
-1 "0000

9 
" 
0000

19"0000
29.0000
39"0000

-1 "0000
0 " 0000

Ax+Ey+F

-51 "0000
-41 .0000
-31 "0000
-21 "0000
-11"0000
-1 "0000

9 
" 
0000

19"0000
29 "0000
39"0000

-1"0000
0 "0000

The compari son

1-) Ax
2) Ax

3) Ax
4) Ax

normally used

C=0
F=0

C

F

was novl developed"

10x+10y+3=0
10x-tOy-5=0

10x=-fOy-3
10x= 10y+5

As before:method

+By+
+Ey+

- -By
- -Ey
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5) -By

6) Ey-

7) Ey-

B) Y(E

e) y-

From

10)

11)

-C=-Ey

By-C=

BY=c-

-B)=C
c-F
E-B

-F

or (4):

rof

-lOy-3=lOy

-10y-1-0y-3

-10y-10y=3
y(-to -'10) = 3

3+5r--10-10-

-10y - 3

r0

-F

-F

F

5

5

5

+

B

:ñ

5

= -0"4

equation (3)

-Bv-C
A

-Ev-Fv-4
A

The value of x is found by substítutíng

into equation (10) or (tt). x =

the value of y from (9)

-10(-0"4)-3 ^r
-Ïõ'- 

= vor

The computer program called Comparison Method Program 3, shovm in.

appendix A, was developed at this poÍnt with the students. It is

actually a series of four srnall progïams - the first three of which

were done in class and the fourth given as an assígnment" The

first one símply uses equations (9) and (11) above. When supplied

with the coefficients ArBrCrErF of a sysLem, the output is:

X = ..., Y i o o. " The second program merely adds a verification

feature, while the third al1ows for inconsistent systems which

have no solution"

Systems ín which the coefficients of y are the same ín

both equations can also be solvecl by the comparison method" The

assignment given the students consist.ecl of writing a program with

the same features as the third one mentioned above, to solve a

number of given systems. In order to do this, the students had

to develop formulae similar to equations (9) and (10) above, and

solve for X first. This development is very similar to that already
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done in class and provided excellent practíce in formalízing thc

comparison method" The fourth Program listed under Comparison

Method Program 3 in appendix A is an example of thís type"

Unknov¿n to the students, the last system given in the

assignment was a dependenl one, with infínite solutíons" unless

they foresarv this and allowed for it, their Program printed out

incorrectly that the system had no solutions. This was pointed

out when the assignments were reviewed and served to bring out

the relationship between the coefficients in a dependent system.

A method of allowing for this type of system in a program was

díscussed in the next. lesson.

Other demonstration programs and assignments were used in

a similar manner with the remaining topícs of the study"

Evaluative Instruments

The two pretests administered Èo the conLrol and experí-

menÈa1 groups for the puïpose of determining pretreaLment dif-

ferences were: (1) the Otís-Lennon llental Ability Test, Advanced

Level, Form J, and (2) the Canadian New Achievement Test in

Mathematics, Form A (CNATM). The Otís-Lennon test is designed to

measure broad reasoning abilities, with the advanced level

recommended for use with typical pupils in grades l0 through L2"

Table 4 contains details of the reliability of this test by grade

1
and age.' The mean age of all students in the study was 15. The

7'4" S" OLis and R" T" Lennon,
Test: Manual for ¡\dministration (New

Otis-Ler-rnon Mental Ability
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CNATM test was developed by the Ontario Mathematícs Commissíon

to provide a criterion by which to judge student achievement in

mathematics at the end of grade nirre. It has a reliability of

"70 calculated using the Kuder-Richardson Formul" 20.8

Table 4

Reliabílity of the Otís-Lennon Mental
AbÍlity Test by Grade and Age

Rel iab i1 ity

Splít- K-R /É20 Alternate- SËandard Brror

Halfl Fot*"2 of Measur"*utt3

Grade 10 "95 "94

Age 15 .94 "94

"94

"92

4"O

4"5

1-Corrected by Speatlnan-Bro\,ün Prophesy Formula

2'Computed by usÍng weighted Físherrs Z transformation
?-Computed using alLernate forms re1Íability

On compleÈíon of instruction, a post-treatment achievement

Ëest, constructed by the experimenter and contained in appendix C,

was administered to both groups" It tested only mathematical

objectíves r¿ith no reference to computers or computer methods,

and was approved by three mathematics teachers for content vali-

otV. R. D'Oyley, S" M. Avital , and Il" R. Russel. 1, Canadi¿rn
New Achíevement Test in }lathematics Technical l"fanual (Toronto:

)' P'4"
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clity and thorougl-rness, Prior to the study the test was píloted

by two grade eleven classes and an item analysis performed on the

results. F::om this analysis, forty items r¿ere selected, some of

whích were relatively easy and some relatively diffícult, but

with the majority having a diffículÈy index of between "5 and "6"

Fo1-lowing adminÍstration of the test to partícípants of the study,

a further ítem analysis was performed and a re1íability coefficient

of .Bl calculated using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20" The

standard error of measurement calculated using this coefficient

was found to be 2.58.



Chapter IV

ANALYSIS O}' DATA

It ís the purpose of this chapter to present detailed

results of the invest.igation described in the preceding chapter.

More specifically, the hypotheses set out in chapter I and restated

below will be tested and either accepted or rejected"

1" There is no significant difference in mean achievement

beLween student,s Ín a unít of grade 10 mathematics who

use a compuLer and those who do not..

2. There is no signíficant. dífference in mean achievement

between male students in computer and non-computer groupso

3" There is no sígníficant difference in mean achievement

between female students ín computer and non-computer

groups 
"

To facÍlitate the reporting of results, this chapter is divided

into the following two sectíons:

- Pre-treatment testing

- Post-treatment testing"

Pre-Treatment Testing

In order to avoid mistalces in recording, scoring, and

calculating, all test scores in this study were checked several

-49'
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times ancl a computcr usecl for all calculatíons.1 Because of the

relatively short time period involved, stuclents r,¡ho missed four

or more of thc 15 classes were dropped from the study, leaving a

total of 42 participants - 21 in the experimental group (16 male

and 5 female), and 21 in the control group (12 male and 9 female) "

Although participating classes were selected for the study

on the basis of comparable means in mathematícs from the previous

school term, it was suspected that the trvo classes l^Iere not truly

rralike.Ìr Consequently, the two pre-treatment tests 14Iere adminís-

tered Lo ascertain the general and mathematical ability levels of

both groups. Results from these tests were submítted to analysis

of variance and subsequently used to analyze post-tTeatment Lest

scores.

The first test administered was the Canadían New Achíevement,

Test in Mathematics (Ctleflt), which is designed to measure mathe-

matical ability" A factorial analysis of variance computer progTam

was used on the scores, whích were arranged by sex ín the experi-

mental and control g.orlp".2 Table 5 shows the means resulting from

the analysis. The mean of the control gïoup was 15"48, which is

considerably higher than 12"05 for the experimental group, while

those of the total male and female participants were very similar

at 13"64 and 14"00 resPectivelY"

l,,statistical package: part B of the Programerrs GuÍderl
(Wínnipeg: University of Manitoba Cornputer CenÈre , L972) " (Com-

puter print out")
a
'rbid., pp "37-40"
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Table 5

Means of the Pre-Treatment CNATM Test

Group Mean

Control

Experimental

l4ale (both groups)

Female (botfr groups)

Male (control)

Female (control)

M.ale (experímental )

Female (experímental)

2l

2T

28

L4

t2

9

L6

5

L5 "48

L2"05

13 "64

14"00

t5 "25

15"78

L2"44

10"80

Analysis of variance resulLs of the computer program included

calculated F variance ratios for the maÍn effects and their inter-

action, based on the wíthin-cells mean square as the errol term"

The program also adjusted the sum of squares for unequal subclass

numbers. Table 6 summarizes the results for Lhe CNATM data and

indícates significant differences between calculated and expected

F values. The calculated value of F for the main effect of treat-

ment \"¡as 16"61 compared to the expected value of 7 "31 at the one

percent level of confidence. Thus, a significant pre-treatment

dífference in mathematics ability existed between the Èwo groupst

with the control group performing significantly higher than the

experimcntal group. Calculatcd F values of 0"30 and 1"07 for the

effects of sex and treatment/sex interaction respectively, were
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not signíficant"

Table 6

Results of Two-Way Analysis of Varíance
for the Pre-Treatment CNATM Test

Source of df Sum of Mean F

Variation Squares Square

Treatment

Sex

1 159.3069 159"3069 L6.6L

L 2.8735 2"8735 0 "30

Treatment Sex 1 10 "2603 10.2603 1"07

Within Cells 38 364"5427 9.5932

Total t+L !+99 "6L84

^Significant at "01 level

A second pretest, the Otís-Lennon Mental Ability Test, was

administered to students to determine whether the two groups dif-

fered ín general mental abÍ1íty, and the computer program previously

described was used to perform a two-way analysis of variance on the

results. Table 7 sholvs that Lhe mean of the experimental group was

56"48 compared to 65 "57 for the control group" As with the CNATM

test, means for males and females were virtually the same at 61"00

and 61.07 respectively. Table B contains details of the calculated

F ratios for the main effects of treatment and sex, as well as

Lreatmcnt/sex interaction. Since the calculated F for treatment

was 10.54 and the expected value at tl"re "01 level was 7"31, a

significant pre-treatnìent differcnce in general mental ability
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Table 7

lleans of the Pre-Treatment Otis-Lennon Test

Group Mean

Control

Experimental

Ilale (both groups)

Female (bottr groups)

Male (control)

Female (control)

Male (experimental)

Female (experimental)

2L

2I

28

L4

L2

9

16

5

65 "57

56 "48

61"00

6t"07

67 "00

63 "67

56.50

56.40

Table B

Results of the Two-Way Analysis of Variance
for the Pre-Treatment Ot.is-Lennon Test

Source of
Variation df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Treatment

Sex

Treatment sex

Within Cel1s

Total

1

1

1

JÕ

4T

B2B "5925

27 "s048

22"879L

2987 "2000

39t2"976L

828 "5925

27 "5048

22"879L

78.6105

r0"54

0 "3s

0 "29

:k--significant at "01 1eve1
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also existed between the two gror.rps; again in favor of the control

group" Calculated values of 0"35 for the effect of sex and 0.29

for treatment/sex interaction were not significant.

Thus, it v¡as determined that the two classes participating

ín the study were not comparable ín general mental or mathematical

abílity, and the results of the two pretests would have to be used

as covariaLes Ín the analysis of post-treatment data"

Post-Treatment Testing

On completion of the unít of ínstruction on systems of

equatíons, a teacher constructed post-treatment, achievement test

was administered Èo the control and experimental groups" Since

analyses of pre-treatment tests had Índicated sígnificant díffer-

ences between the groups in maËhematical as well as general mental

abílity, post-treatment scores were subjected to analyses of

covaríance" In this way, pre-Lreatment differences were allowed

for, and post-treatment differences in achievement could be

attributed t.o the experiment.al computer treatment..

Once again, a computer program v¡as used for the analyses

whích provided F ratios, as well as means and adjusted means for

each 1evel (control/experimental and male/female) in the main

effects of treatment and sex, plus interactiot".3 Six separate

analyses were made; three without, and three with a sex factor"

In each of these two groups of analysesr one \^¡as done using CNATIj

test results as a covariate, one with Otis-Lennon resultsr and

3raoar"arcal Packager pp. 50-52,
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one hríth both. Results of the three analyses without a sex factor

are summarlzed in tables 9 anct 10. As secn ín table 9, the

Table 9

Results of Analyses of Covariance l^Jith No Sex

Factor for Post-Treatment Achievement Test

Covariate Source of Sum of Mean

Variation df Squares Square F

Treatment L 84.862 84"862 3"87

CNATM Error 39 855.900 2L"946

Total 40 1133"614

Treatment 1 103"197 103"197 4"70

ot,Ís-Lennon Error 39 855"901 2L"946

Total 40 1133"615

Treatment I 44"969 44"969 2"00

cNATll and Error 38 B55.9oo 22.524
Otis-Lennon

Total 39 1133.614

"significant at .05 1evel

calculated F value using the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability pre-test

as a covariate was 4.70, compared to an expected value of 4.08 at

the five percent level of conficlence. The adjusted means of the

post-treatment achievement test for this covariate were 28"lr78

and 25.713 for the control and expcrimental groups respectively"

Thus, a significant difference in post-treatment mathematics
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achicvement existecl, in favor of the control gÏoup, and thc null

hypothesÍs of no significant difference \^Ias rejccted" Calculated F

values for the other tru'o analyses \.17ere not significant and the null

hypothesís was accepted in these cases"

Table l0

Means and Adjusted Means of Post-Treatment
Achievement Test l^Iith CNATM, Otis-Lennont

CNATM and Otis-Lennon Used as Covariates

Covariate Group Mean Adjusted
Mean

Control 29.667 28"329
CNATM

Experimental 24"524 25"862

Control 29.667 28"478
Otis-Lennon

Experiment,al 24 "524 25 "7I3

CNATM and Control 29"667 27 "949

Otis-Lennon Experimental 24.524 26"24L

Results of the three analyses of covariance having sex as

a factor are given in tables 11 to 16" Table 11 contains the results

of the analysis using CNATM pretest scores as a covariater and shows

the calculated F values for the effects of treatment, sexr and

treatment/sex interaction to be 3.69, 0"41r and 1.46 respectivel-y.

Since the expectecl F ratio is 4.08 at tire .05 1evelr none of the

calculated values were significant" This caused the nul1 hypotheses

of no significant clifference in achievement between groups and
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Table 11

Results of Analysis of Covariance l^Iíth a Sex

Factor and Covariate CNATI'I for Post-
Treatment Achievement Test

Source of
Variation df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Treatment

Sex

Treatment sex

Error

Total

1

1

1

37

40

8t.494

9"038

32"24L

8L7.439

1133 " 615

BL "494

9"038

32.24r

22"093

*
3 "69

.L

0 .41

L"46"

NoL significant

Means and Adjusted
Test With a

Table 12

Means of Post-Treatment
Sex Factor and Covariate

Achievement
CNATM

Group Mean AdjusLed
Mean

Control

Experimental

Male (both groups)

Female (both groups)

Male (control)

Female (control

Male (experímental)

Female (experimcntal)

29 "667

24"524

27 .357

26 "57L

30 " 750

28"222

24"8r3

23.600

28"299

25 "B9t

27 "423

26 "440

29 "927

27 "r07

2s "545

25 "238
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between groups for male and female students to be accepted"

Results of the analysis with otis-Lennon pretest scores

used as a covariate are containecl in tables 13 and 14. The cal-

culated F ratio for the effect of treatment was 4"92 compared to

the expected value of 4"08 at the five percent level of confidence.

Table 14 shows that the adjusted means of the post-treatment

achíevement test for the control and experimental groups \{ere

28"5L2 and 25.679 respectively. Thus, as in the case with no sex

factor, the control group achieved significantly higher than the

experímental group in the posttest and the null hypothesís was

rejected. F values of 0.27 and 0.BB were calculated for the effect

Table 13

Results of Analysis of Covariance With a Sex

Factor and Otis-Lennon Covariate for
Post-Treatment Achievement Test

Source of
Varíation

Sum of Mean
df Squares Square F

Treatment

Sex

:k
1 108"798 108"798 4.92

L s"934 5"934 0"27

Treatment sex 1 19"343 19.343 0,88

Error 37 8I7 "439 22.093

Total 40 1133 " 615

^significant at .05 level
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of sex ancl treatmcnt sex int.eraction respectively, as seen ín

table 13. These values wetîe not signifícant ¿nd the null hypo-

theses of no significant clifferences betr.¡een grouPs for male or

female stuclents \{ere accePted"

Table 14

Means and Adjusted Means of Post-Treatment Achievement
Test l^liLh a Sex Factor and Otís-Lennon Covariate

Group Mean Adjusted
Mean

Control

Experimental

Male (both groups)

Female (bottr groups)

Male (control)

Female (control)

Male (experimental)

Female (experimental)

29 "667

24"524

27.357

26 "57L

30. 750

28"222

24"8L3

23.600

28"5L2

25 "679

27 "36L

26 "s64

29 "705

27 "760

25 "603

24"408

The final analysis, with CNATM and Otis-Lennon pretests

used as covariates, did not show any significant differences ín

achíevement; although the adjusted mean of the control groupras

shor,¡n by table 16, was once agaín higher than the experimental

group. None of the calculatecl F ratios contained in table 15

were signifícant when compared to the expected value of 4"08 at

the five percent level. Consequent.ly, the nu11 hypotheses of no
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Table L5

Results of Analysis of Covariance l^iith a Sex Factor
And CovarÍates CNATIÍ and Otis-Lennon for

Post-Treatment Achievement Test

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Square s

Mean
Squaredf

Treatment

Sex

Treatment sex

Error

Total

I

1

t

36

39

47 "r0B

8"505

2L "L76

BL7 "439

r_133 " 614

47 " 108

8"505

2r "176

22.707

t'r
2"07

0"37

0.93

J.

Not significant

Means and Adjusted Means
With a Sex Factor and

Table 16

of Post-Treatment
Covariates CNATM

Achievement Test
and Otis-Lennon

Group Mean Adj usted
Mean

Control

Experimental

Male (both groups)

Female (botn groups)

Male (control)

Female (control)

Male (experimental)

Female (experímental)

29 "667

24.524

27.357

26 "57L

30 " 750

28"222

24"8r3

23.600

27 "967

26 "223

27 "4L3

26 "460

29 "339

27 
" 
000

25 "968

25.489
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significant differences in post-treatment achievement between

groups for male or female studentsr v¡ere acceptcd"

Summary

In summary, six separate analyses using pretest scores as

covarial-es Trere performed on post-treatment achievement scores;

three wíth sex as a factor and three without" Of these analyses,

only the two with the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test scores as

a covariate showed any significant differences in achievement, and

these differences were in favor of the control groupo



Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSTONS, AND RECOI"MENDATTONS

Purpose of the Study

The main purpose of this study was to determíne rvhether

grade 10 students who use a computer to study rnathematics attain

a higher 1evel of achievement than other comparable grade 10

students who do noL use a computer. Since it is possible that

boys and girls might reacÈ differently to computer hardware, a

sub-purpose of the study was to determine if male students in a

comput.er group achieve higher than male students in a non-computer

group, and simílarly, whether female students who use a computer

reach a higher achievement 1eve1 than females who do not"

Interest ín pursuing the experiment was aroused by the

feelíng of many educators that computers can play an imporLant.

part Ín the learning of mathematics, and the lack of empirical-

research to support this feeling; as well as by the need Ëo

introduce young people to the machÍne that is playing an increas-

ingly important role in human affairs.

Research Procedures

Two grade 10 university entrance classes r^¡ere selected

for the study on the basis of previously demonstrated mathematics

ability, and randomly assigned to an experimental and a conLrol

-62-
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group. In orcler to confirm the general mental abilíty and mathe-

matics achievement levels of these groups, two pretests were

administered prior Lo commencing the experiment" A unj-t on systems

of linear equations was then taught to both lroups by the experi-

menter, in 15 fifty-minute classes over a period of four rveeks.

The same mathematical content qras presented to both groups, but

with the experimental group using a computer as an instructional

too1, while the control group díd not" Following the unit of

instruction, an achievement t,est that contaíned no reference to

computers was administered to all participants.

Throughout the study students in the experimental group had

direct access to a computer through the teletype terminal located

in their classroom, and they were encouTaged to use ít as often as

pos.sible, both to complete assignments and to experiment" During

class time tire terminal was used maínly by the teacher, noL only to

display previously prepared demonstration programs, but also Lo run

programs developed jointly by teacher and students" Students were

assigned problems to solve with the computer, using their ovrî pro-

gïams as well as the demonsLration ones.

Although t¡¿o other programing languages v/ere available with

the University of Manitoba terminal system, FORTRÂN IV r"¡as the one

chosen for the study. It is a powerful language, well suited to

mathematíca1 problem solving"

As the stucly progressed it soon became apparent that the

TBM 274L typewríter terminal was not completely satisfactory,

especially for- demonstration purposes where the t.yping of some

outputs took several minutes. While this is not a long tíme in
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real terms, to a class of expectant students it was at times lilce

a teacher wilh a speech impediment. Âlthough cathode ray tube

(Cnf) terminaLs have the clisadvantage of not providing hard copies,

theír instantaneous output make them pref"t.blu for clemonstration

programs" As it was also found that one terminal is not sufficient

to give students enough t'hands on'r time, three terminals, including

one CRT, could have been used"

It also became apparent that the four week duration of the

study was Ëoo short for students to become proficient enough in

computer programing to allow the problem solving mode to be fully

exploiLed. Thís factor, as well as the fact that only one terminal

was available, may also have hampered experimentation by studenLs"

Desígn of the Study

The Pretest-Post.test Control Group Design used in Lhis

study affords good control over the internal validity" The factors

of internal validity are those that dírectly affect test scores and

could themselves cause changes l,¡hich might be confused v¡ith the

effects of the experimental t,reatment. Campbell and Stanley list

the following eight factors relevant t.o internal validity:

1. I{istory
2" Maturation
3" Testing
4. Instrumentation

5" Statistical Regression
6" Selectíon of Respondents
7 " Experimental Mort.al ity
B. Selection-Maturation Interactionl

1o.

Experimental
on Teachín9,,
pp. L75-76"

T" Campbell and J. C" Stanley, I'Experimental
Designs for Research on Teachingr" ll@Þot\

and Quasi-
of Research

ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1965),
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Only four of thcse factors are relevant to thís study: Lhat ís,

llistory, Maturation, Selection of Respondents, and Selection-

Maturation Interactíon"

The history factor refers to specifii events that occur

during a study in addition to the experimental tleatment' These

evenLs, such as the change of season or approaching examinations,

for example, might produce a pretest-posttest change confusable

with the effect of the experimental variable" Maturation processest

on the other hand, are ones wíthin the participants operating as a

function of the passage of tíme per se (not specific to the parti-

cular events), includíng growing older, growing hungrier, growing

more tíred, and the like" The effects of both these facLors are

controlled in this study since, as Campbell and Stanley state,

n. " . Ëhey would be manífested equally in experímental and control

2
groups 

" 
tl

A third factor among the threats to internal validity is

Ëhe effect. of biases resultíng in the differential selection of

respondents for the comparison groups" This means simply that any

bias on the part of the researcher might cause him to place some

subjects into the experimental rather than the control group, or

vice versa; malcing the comparison groups unequal in some respect

before treatment. Although the design normally controls this

effect by the random assignment of subjects to experimental and

control groups, it could not l¡e done in the case of this study

since existing classes had to be used. The original placing of

2r¡r¿., p. 184,
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students into these classes by the school v¡as not randomr and i.n

fact, was basecl on student course selection. Thus, the selectj'on

of responclents for this stucìy was indeed biaseclr ancl as both pre-

tests showed, tfie comparíson Sroups were not similar either ín

general mental abilíty or in mathematical achievement- To the

extent that it is possible with statístícal methods, these pre-

treaLment differences \{ere identified and then controlled usíng

analysis of covariance techniques.

The final effect listed by campbell and stanley as beÍng

a factor of internal validity, and relevant to this study, is that

of selection-maLuration interaction" This effect arises when one

of Lhe comparíson groups has a naturally higher rate of maturation

than the other, whích could result in differential pretest-posttest

gains regardless of any experimental treatment." The design normally

controls this effect once again by ensuring the equality of compari-

son groups through random assignment, Although not controlled in

this study, the short duration of the experimenL very likely

reduced any such effecl- to a mínimum"

The remaining factors which can affect. an experimental

design are those pertaining to external validity, r'¡hich is concerned

with generalizability. That is, to what population and with v¡hat

'degree of confidence can the effect of a specific experiment be

general Lzed? This is a difficult question that can seldom be

satisfacLorily answerecl, and is not resolved in the pretest-

posttest conLrol group design. The threats to external validity

are referred to by Campbcll and Starrley as interactive effects,

lnvolvíng the experirnent,al treatmcnt and some other variable"
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The first of these is the inl-eractíve effect of testíng,

ín which a pretest míght increase or decrease a respondentrs sensí-

tivity or responsiveness to the experimental varíab1e" This could

make the results obtained for a pretested gròup unrepresentative

of the effects of the experimental variable for the populatíon

from which the respondents were selected. This might well have

been a facLor in thís study, as several students expressed open

hostility to the standardized pretests"

Another threat to exLernal validity ís the interaction

effect of selection biases and the experimental treaLment. Because

of certain selection biases, the sample used in an experiment might

possess some unique characteristícs causing it to be unrepresentatíve

of the parent population. These characterÍstics might then cause

the experimental variable to be more or less effective than iL

would be in the target population. In this study there was no

guaranLee that the experimental group used was replesenËative of

all the grade 10 university entrancô classes ín the school.

The fí.nal factor affecting external validity is the

react.ive effects of experimental arrangements. The artificiality

and novelty of some experimental settings, as well as the arfareness

of participat.ion, cause students to react differently to treatmenL"

These reactions are not representative of normal classroom situ-

ations and seriously hamper generalization" The short duration

of this study may have allowcd the novelty effect of the computer

terminal and other equipment to be a factor" Although the pres-

ence of a strange teacher in many experiments also contributes

to this factor, it did not in this study, as the experímenter
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taught both groups"

In summary, the experimental design of this study gave

good control over internal validity, thus allowing post-treatment

changcs to be attributecl to the effects of treatment. External

validíty, on the other hand, was not well controlledr and results

of the study cannot be generalized, at least not beyond the

participating school.

Statistical Procedures

In order t.o determíne whether pre-treatment differences

exísted between the comparison gr.oups, results of both preLests

were subjected to a tv¡o-way analysís of variance. Calculations

of the F ratios for the main effects of group and sex, plus their

interaction, vrere based on the within cel1s mean square as the

error term. Adjustrnents to the sums of squares for unequal sub-

class numbers were also made, Sínce these analyses both showed

significant differences, analyses of covariance were performed on

posttest scores using pretest scores as covariates' Six separate

analyses were made; three r,¡íthout., and three with a sex facLor as

shown in table 17"

A reliability coefficient for the teacher constructed

posttest was calculated using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20,

but as the test appeared to be slightly too long for the allotted

time, this estímate is probably somewhat inflated"
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Table 17

Posttest Analyscs of Covariance Configuration
I^iith and l^Iithout a Sex Factorr and CNATMT

Otis-Lennon Pretests as Covariates

Covariate

With a CNATM and

Sex Factor CNATM Otís-Lennon Otis-Lennon

No Sex
Factor

CNATM and
CNATM Otis-Lennon Otis-Lennon

Results of Testíng Hypotheses

Analyses of results of the posË-treatment achievement

test on systems of linear equations showed no sígnificant differ-

ences between the two groups at the fÍve percent 1evel of con-

fidence, either wíth CNATM scores as a covariate, or with CNATM

and Otis-Lennon Logether. This was the case both with sex as a

factor and without" Accordingly, the nu11 hypothesis concerning

the similarity of the experímental and the control group was

accepted:

There is no significant difference in mean achieve-
menÈ between students in a unit of grade 10 mathematics
who use a computer and those who do not"

As no significant treatment-sex interactions \,Iere found,

the two nu11 hypotheses depicting the similarity of the groups for

both sexes l¡¡ere also accePted:

There is no significant dlfference in mean achieve-
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ment bet\^/een male students in computer and non-conlputer
groups 

"

There is no significant difference in mean achieve-
ment betv¡een female students in computer ¿rnd non-computer

Sroups

When the Otis-Lennon pretest was used alone as a covariate,

however, a significant difference in achievement did exist at the

five percent level, in favor of the control group" Again this was

true with and vJithout sex as a factor. In this case the nul1

hypothesÍs was rejected, No sígnifícant treatment-sex ínteractions

were discovered here, and once again the null hypotheses concerning

sex were accepted"

Conclusions

As a result of this ínvestígatíon and the concomiËant

sLatístical analysis, several conclusions were derived:

1" Prior to treatment there were signifícant. differences

between the experimental and the control group in general mental

ability and in mathematics achievement"

2" After treatmenL in a unit involving systems of linear

equations, there was no significant difference ín mean acl-¡ieve-

ment between students who used a computer during Lreatment and

students who did not, in the cases rvhere the covariates used

were: (a) mathematics achievement scoresr and (b) both mathe-

matics achíevement and mental ability scores.

3" After unit treatment Lhere kras a significant difference

between the mean achievement of students who did not use a com-

pul-er during treatment and the mean achíevelnent of students who
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clícl usc a computer, .rrrhen rcsults ¡¿er:e atlalyzed using rnental abil-

ity scorcs alone as a covarj-ate" The cl.ifferencc was in favor of

the group rvhj.cir dicl not use a computer, and it was only slígl]tly

significant at the five percent level of confideilce.

4" There v/as no signÍficant treatmcnt-sex interaction Ín any

of the analyses, and thus, males and females did not react dif-

ferently to the experimental treatment"

5" The above finclings apply only to one uniL of the grade 10

universiLy entrance malhematics currículum, for two classes in a

particular high school.

6" The findings are not conclusive and the slight adverse

affect of the experimental treatment \^/aS due, in parL, to several

1imíi-ations of the study"

7 " There is a definite need for revision and further develop-

ment of instructional materials and techniques relevant to this

type of computer-assisted learnÍng ín mathematics"

Irnplications and Recommendations for Further Study

The statistical evidence obtained from this study díd not

provicle evídence to support the use of computer-assisted learning

in high school mathematics. On the other hand, it did indicate

that the unit on systems of linear equations is perhaps not onc

of the areas of matl-rematics in which the use of a computer as an

instructíonal tool can favorably influence studcnt learniug

behavior. Tiris was an impli.ecl purpose of the stucly, and as such,

providcs useful inforrnation for furthcr projects of this tyPe"

It i.s; evi(lent that a great de¿ri. of additional rese¿rrch
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this study, but also to ansrt¡cr such questíons as thc follorving,:

I, Is thcrc a relationshíp betu'een thc progr:arning langr.rage

used and achievenent?

2" I^lould a short unit on conìputer programing per se prÍor to

a study affect achj-evement?

3" Does tl-re use of a computer benefit low or average achievers

differently than high achievers?

4" what effect does the amount of time that a student uses a

computer have on his achievement in a course?

5. Does the use of a computer as an instrucLional tool change

the attitude of students towards maËhematícs?

6" Do students who use a computer receive beneficíal learning

experiences that are not identified or measured by traditional

achievement tests?

7 " Is there a transfer effect of computer methods to other

courses?

B. Is there an optímum number and combination of types of

computer terminals?

Quite apart from the above questions, the following pro-

cedural recommendations are also pertinent to future studies of

this type:

I, In order to precll,rde any effects of testing on treatment,

preLests should be adr¡inistered aL sor¡e tíme príor to commencement

of the study"

2" All stuclcnts in t-l:e s;chool who are cnrolled in the coursc

undcr invcstigat--j.on sllould be randornl.y assigned to c1¿rsses at thc
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beg,inrring, of the s;chool year " Iirrt j-re cornparabl-e classcs coulcl thcn

be randorrrly sel.ectcd for participation, allowi-ng conclltsj-ons of tire

study to bc safel,y generalízecl"

3" Duration of the study should be at least eight rvecl<s, and

preferably one term or the entire school year"

4" A CRT type computer ternínal should be used for teacher

demonstrations "

In conclusion, the study reported here gathered some empíri-

ca1 evidence concerning the educalional value of computer-assisted

learning in hígh school mathematícs. Every similar study conducted

to date has noted not only the deplorable lack of such evidence but

also the need for ne\,/ computer materíals and technÍques" This study

attempted t.o fulfill this need in one seclion of the currículum"

Many additional questions concerning the use of computer-assisted

instruction remain to be ans\,¡ered, however, and the need for further

studíes of thís type is apparent"
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APPENDIX A

Descriptions and Procedures for use of Programs,
With Program Lístings and Sample OuËputs
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PROGRA.I'I NAMN - COORI)

This program ís designed to plot up to 361 points in a

coorclinate system when given the X and Y coordinates.

Input Data

-78-

A single integer representing the number of poínts
to be plotted"

Up to 24 X coordinates"
A blank must be left between coordinates"
If more tinan 24 points are to be plotted, use as
many lines as necessary, but onl.y 24 coordinates
per line"

Up to 24 Y coordinates.
There must be the same number of Y as X coordinates'

To plot the points (9,4), (9,5) , G9 16) , the data
would be:

3
99-9
45 6

Procedure for Use

First line

Second líne -

Next line

Example

- In the example below, userrs typÍng
- Assume that. you have signed on"

- Hit the RETURN key after typíng each

is underlined"

line "

Results will now be printed out"

o coord
ffi3'iõ-çSl sBO ,1oo
00580 3

00590 3 4 5

00600 2 s 7

00610 $$r 5801600 ."" This number (600) will be the
00580 

- 

same as Lhat of the last line
00590 L3579
00600 T{9-d :z
oo6lo Etr-
FILE SUBMITTED

of data typed by the comPuter.

ENTER ACCOUNT /É, eCU NA}ü
218"xx print .t þe¡
899 AWAITING PRINT
f 899 prtl 1,100

o

e 
". 

oôô'âoo After all typing stops"
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Lísting, of Program COORD

TNTEGEIì:'<2 XCOORD(361), YCOOIìi)(361 )

CI{ARACTDR CII^R(19,L9) l36l''.' r I
CIIARACTER:'<2 NUM( L9) I ' -9' ,' -B' ,' -7'

ìkr trtltrt 2rrt 3trt 4rr,5trt 6r,
READ, N

U

C N=O RESULTS IN OUTPUT OF AXES ONLY"

C N=-1 RESULTS IN AXES AND A PLOT OF ALL POSSIBLE POINTS "

C N=l TO 361 INDICATES TTIE NUI"TBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED"

C

PRTNT 500, N

PRINT 1OOO

rF(N"Gr"361) GO To B0

IF(N"GE.O) GO TO 4
DO 3 I=1r 19
DO 2 J=lr 19
CHAR(reJ)=t:'rt
CONTINUE
co ro 50
DO 5 I=1r l-9
CHAR(I,10)=r+'
CHAR(IOrI)=r+r
rF(N"EQ.o) Go ro 50

READ, (xcoonn(r), r=1,N¡
MÐ, (Ycoono(r),r=1,N¡
PRrNT 600, (xcooru(r),f=lrN¡
PRTNT 9OO

PRINT 700, (Ycoono(r),1=1,u)
DO 20 T=lrN
II=XCOORD(I)
I2=YCooRD(I)
rF(rABS(r1) "Gr.9.OR"rABS(rz) "cr"9) Go ro 90

CHAR(lO-YCooRD(r), 1O+xcooRD(r) )= t :kt

PRINT 1OO

DO 60 I=1r10
pRrNT 200; (cH¡r.(r,J),J=l ,r9), NUM(20-r)
NUM(10)=' 0t
PRrNT 300 , (Nuu(r) , r=l ,19)
DO 70 I=I1r19

70 pRrNT 400, (cttan(r,J),J=l,19), NUM(20-r)
STOP

BO PRINT, 'FATAI- ERROR - THIS PROGRAM WILL NOT PLOT MORE TIIAN 361 PO

:KINTS. ADJUST YOUR DATA AND RESUBMIT TITE PROGRAM"I

PRINT BOO

STOP

90 PIìINT, ,TtiATr rS A NO NO - TIìIS PROGRAM i^IILL NOT PLOT POINTS I^IUOSE

?kX OR Y COORDINATE IS GREATER TIIAN +9 OR LESS TIIAN -9"r
PRINT, 'CINCK YOUR DATA AND RISUßMIT T}IE PROGRAM"I

PRINT BOO

,t-6r rt-5t r,-4t rt-3tr,-2r rt-1t,
, Trrt Brrt 9, I

2
J

20
50

60
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STOP

100 FORI'ÍAT (I I 45X,'Y AXrS' )
200 rorìI,rAT (txl ltgtrs,T4B,A?)
300 FoRl'fAT ( r g¿s ,4x r'x axrs ' / )
400 FORM.AT ( I 9A5 ,T 48 , A2 I I )
500 FORMAT (l I LxrtDATAr lLxr'¡¡=',13)
600 FORM¿.T(IX,'X COORDTNATES ARE r ,2413)
700 FORI'IAT(lX,'Y COORDTNATES ARE ', ,24T3)
800 FoRuArUlll)
9OO FORMAT(/)

IOOO FORMAT('NEUINNNR - IF YOU PUT MORE T]{AN 24 COORDINATES ON A LIN
?KE AN ERROR WILL RESULT" PUT THE REST ON NEXI'LINE.')

END



l!J.(*-ir**Jtr?t

-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3- -2
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* !:!
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,'a e*
fc lrb

* 4t'
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Figure 2

Output of Program COORD - Plot of AL1 Possible Points
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H
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DATA
N=1 7
REMINDER - IF YOU PUT MORE T}IÂN 24 COORDINATES

RESULT. PUT T]I[ REST ON NEXI LINE"
X COORDINATES ARE 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 B B

y cooRDrN^TES ARE -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -5 -5 -3 -4 -

Y AXIS

9+

B+

7+

6+

5+

4+

3+

2+

1+

+
0

-1+

-2+

-3+

-4t-

-5+

-6+

-7+

-B+

o,
-tÍ

+
1

+
3

Figure

Output of Program COORD -

3

P lot

+
4
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LINE AN IRIìOR WILL

7-3-4-5-6-7

+

6

+
7

+
9X

ONA

BBB

5-6-

+
5

+
2

+++++++++
-9 -B -7 -6 -s -4 -3 -2 -1

+
o() AXIS

.L

.L .L

.L

of the Letters HI
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PROGRAM NAI"IE - GRAPI:I

This program is designed to evaluate one or more linear
expressions in two varíabl-es for a given number of values of Lhe

variables. The output can bc any of the follor.ring; depending on

the value of a control value supplíed.

Control
value

a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

Output

I ,. " , " A table of evaluations for each
expressíon"

2 "." "" A graph of each exPressíon"
3 ,.. ". A table and a graPh of each

expressíon"
4 ... ". A table for each expression and

a combined graPh of all
expressions "

5 "". .. A combined graph of all expressions.

Input Data

First line - Two natural numbers, separated by a blankr representing
the number of expressíons and control value
respectíve1y"

Second 1Íne - Five integers, separated by blanks" The fÍrst three
are the coefficíents of an expression. The last two
represent the number of X and Y values and the
small-est X or Y value respectively.
NOTE: THE I4AXIMUM NO" OF X AND Y VALUES ALLOWED IS 20"

Thírd line - same as second line but for a second expression"

Fourth line - same as second líne but for a third expression"

"Example - To obtain a combined graph of the expressions:

-2x+2y-2
x+ y-7

evaluated from X and Y = -3 t.o +8, the data would be:

25
-22-2L2-3
11-7L2-3
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Procedure for Use

- In the example below, userrs typing is underlined"

- Assume thaÈ you have signed on"

- Hit the RETURN key after typing each 1íne'

0 graph

01010 $$1 940,100

009/+0 2 5

00950 -2 2 -2 12 -3

00960 1 1 -7 L2 -3

01010 $$r 940,960 . This number (960) should be the
same as the last line of data

00940 3 5 tYPed bY the comPuLer

009s0 2 -4 L2 L9 -9

00960 r -2 2 19 -9

01010 | -2 -4 L9 -9

01020 $_$".

FILE SUBMITTED

ENTER ACCOUNT /É, PGM NA¡Æ

218,xx print i ben

915 AWAITING PRINT

ry 
--. ourpur will now be prinred"

e .., After all tYPing stoPs"
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Listing of Program - GRAPII

INTEGER:'<2 X(20),Y(20),2(20,20) rA'B'C
CIIARACTER CIIAR( 20 

'20) 
1400j" ' ¡

READ, NUM,l"1

PRINT 800, NUlf,M
IF(M"GT"5.OR.M.LT.1) GO TO 40

C

C NUM=NUI"IBER OF E)íPRESSIONS"
c M rs AN INTEGER WrTH VALUES 1,2r3r4 OR 5"
C M=1 RESULTS IN NUM TABLES ONLY"

C M=2 RESULTS IN NUI'1 GRAPHS ONLY

C M=3 RESULTS IN NUM TABLES AND NUM GRAP}IS"

C M=4 RESI]LTS IN NUM TABLES AND A }MRGED GRAPH OF ALL EXPRESSIONS"

C M=5 RESULTS IN A MERGED GRAPII ONLY' OF ALL EXPRESSIONS.

C IF A MERGED GRAPH IS REQUESTED THE VALUES OF X AND Y MUST BE THE

C SA¡ß FOR ALL EPRESSIONS"
c

DO 1 L=1rNUM
MÐ, ATBTCTNTLL
PRrNT 900, LrArB,CrN
PRrNT 1000, LL
IF(N.GT"2O) GO TO 50

c
C N IS THE NUMBER OF X AND Y VALUES"
C LL IS THE SI"IALLEST VALLTE OF X AND Y"
C NOTE - ONLY INTEGERS MAY BE USED FOR X AND Y VA],UES AND THUS FOR LL"
c

r=(n+t) / 2
L1=LL
DO 4 I=lrN
X(I)=LL
Y(r)=L1+(tl-r)

4 LL=LL+]-
DO 10 L=lrN
DO 5 J=lrN

5 ZG, J) =A:kX( J)+B''.Y( I) +C

10 CONTINUE
rF(M"EQ.1) Go ro lt
DO 13 I=1 rN
DO 12 J=1rN
IF(L"GT.1"AND"I'f.GE"4) GO TO L2
rF(x(1) .nq"o) cHAR(J, r)=t +l
rF(Y(r) .EQ"o) cIIAR(r,J)=f + |

L2 TF (z(r,J) .EQ.o) cl{AR(r, J)= | :kt

13 CONTINUE
rF(M.8Q.5.ÄND"L"EQ"NUl'l"oR"l'r"EQ.2) Go ro 21

IF(M"EQ.5) GO ro 1
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11 PRINT 7OO

DO 20 I=1 rN
rF(r.EQ"K) GO To 15
PRrNT 100, Y(r), (Z(tr.l),-t=1,N)
GO TO 20

15 PRINT 200 , Y( r) , (Z(t rJ) , J=l ,N)
20 CONTINUI

PRrNT 300, (x(r) , r=1,N)
PRINT 4OO

rr(M.EQ"4"AND.L"LT.NUM"OR.M"EQ.1) G0 T0 1

2I PRINT 7OO

DO 30 I=lrN
rF(r.EQ"K) Go ro 25

PRINT 5OO, Y(r), (CHer.(r,J),J=1,N)
GO TO 30

25 PRrNT 600, Y(r), (CU¿n(r,J),J=l,N)
30 CONTINUE

PRINT 300, (X(r),I=1,N)
PRINT 4OO

1 CONTINUE
STOP

40 PRINT,'CONTROL VALUE MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 5" ENTER A CORRECT VAL

*UE AND RESUBMIT THE PROGRA-I'Í " 
I

PRINT 11OO
STOP

50 PR]NT, INAUGITTY NAUGHTY - ONLY 20 X AND Y VALUES ALLOWED" ENTER A

*CORRECT NUMBER AND RESUBMTT THE PROGRAM" I

PRINT 11OO

STOP

100 FORMAT ( I I LzX113, 6X, 2015)
200 FORI'{AT (l lLXr'Y VALUES 

"13,6xr2015)300 FoRr'rAr (l I I I 2\xr20T5)
400 FORMAT(l4tXr'X VALUES'l I l)
500 FORMAT ( I l rzK,r3, 6x, 2045)
600 FORI'{AT ( I lLXr' Y VALUES 

"T3, 
6Xr20A5)

700 FORMAT('1' )
BOO FORI'1AT(IIIX,|DATAI ILX,' NUI'ÍBER OF EXPRESSIONS IS I

*VALUE IS 
"I3)FORI"AT(TX,'COEFFICIENTS OF EXPRESSION 'T2,' ARE I

.*OF X AND Y VALUES TS ',I3)
FORMAT(IX,'SMALLEST X AND Y VAIUES ARE I,T3I I)
FORMAT(IIII)
END

,13llx, ' coNTRoL

,3T4lLxr rNUMBER
900

1000
1100
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DATA
NUI'IBEIì OF EXPRESSIONS IS 2

CONTROL VALUE IS 5

CO]ÌFFICIENTS OF EXPRESSION 1 ARE 1 -1 1

NUMBER OF X AND Y VALUIS IS T7

S}IA],LEST X AND Y VALUES ARE -B

COEFFICIENTS OF EXPRESSION 2 ARE 1 1 -7
NUMSER OF X AND Y VA]-UES IS L7

SMALLEST X AND Y VALUES ARE -B

B

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

YVA],UES 0+ + + + + + + * + + + + + + + * +

-1

-2

-J

-4

-5
?J

-O ò

1-u

.B

-B -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B

X VALUES

Figure 4

OuLpuL of Program GRAPtl - Merged Graph of
Expressions X + Y - 7 and X - Y + 1

*+

+**

+zk*

+*
-&J.+

,J-+



PROGRAI.{ NAME _ TR]AL AND EIIROR COMP1

This program is clesigned to determine the value of Y in a

system of linear equations Ax + J]y {- C = 0 , by trial and error.
Ax+EYr-F=0

One line -

Input Data

B integers with a blank beLween each representing the
coefficients BrCrErF, the first trial value of Y, the
amount by which Y is to be Íncremented, the number of Y

values to be triecl, and a control value, respectively"
Students are to use a control value of 0"

Y

-2"0000
-1.0000
.0.0000
1.0000
2 

" 
0000

If the dífference
zero, then the user must
the dífference is closest
becomes the new initial Y

L1 increments of 0'1"

New data - For the above

New output - Y

-1 "0000
-0.9000
-0.8000
-0 " 7000
-0 " 6000
-0 " 5000
-0 "4000

-BB-

+3=0rthedatawouldbe:
-5=0

-BY-C -EY-F DIFFERENCE

-17.0000 -15.0000 32"0000
7"0000 -5"0000 12.0000

-3,0000 5.0000 8.0000
-13 "0000 15 "0000 28.0000
-23"0000 2s"0000 48.0000

between -BY-C and -EY-F is never equal to
find the trvo Y values in the output for which
to zero. The smallest of these values then
value and the program is resubmitted, using

example, the new data would be:

10 3 -10 -5 -r 0"1 11 0

Example - For Lhe sYstem 10x +
10x -

1_0 3 -10 -5-2150

Output - The ouËput for the above daËa would be:

lov
lov

.BY-C

7.0000
6.0000
5 

" 
0000

4.0000
3 .0000
2.0000
r 

" 
0000

TTIE VALUE

-EY-F DIFFERENCE

-5"0000 12"0000
,4.0000 10.0000
-3"0000 8"0000
-2"0000 6.0000
-1.0000 4"0000
0"0000 2"0000
1 "0000 0"0000

oF Y rs -0,4000
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NOTE: -0"4OOO is the value of Y that Ís now used to find X usíng
Progranr COMP2"

If the value of Y had sti1l not been found, the procedure
woulcl be repeatecl with values of Y increasing in steps of 0"01,
again 1l times" In all, this proccdure can Ëe repeated up to four
times, wíth values of Y increasing in steps of 0"1,0"01,0"001t
and 0"0001.

Procedure for Use

- In the example belorv, userrs typing is underlined'

- Assume that you have signed on.

- Hit the RETURN key after typing each line"

o compl

00540 $$r 530

00530 10 3 -10 -5 -1 0"1 11 0

00540 $$"

FILE SUBMITTED

BNTER ACCOLINT lÊ, eCU tlam

218"xx print i ben

471 AWAITING PRINT

ry 3::iï:."11 
nowbe

After all typing stops.e
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Listing of Program - TRIAL AND ERROR COMP1

DOUBLE PRDCISTON YINC,Y,Y2
CI.IARACTER''.120 MSG/'Y NOT TN TIIIS RANGE" EXAMINI OUTPUT (¡IT'TTNTN

*CE) AND SELDC:I A NEI^I INITIAT, Y VALUE"f /
REA-D, B,C rE rF,Y,YINC,N,l'{
TRUEY=(c-r) / (a*¡)
PRINT 500, BrCrErFrY,YrNCrNrM
rF(N.LT"1"OR"N"Cr"20) GO T0 50

C

C B,C,E AND F ARE COEFFICIENTS OF THE SYSTEM.

C Y IS T}IE INITIA]- VALUE OF Y"
C YINC IS THE INCREMENT FOR Y.
C N IS THN NUMBER OF VA],UES OF Y.
C M IS A CONTROL VALUE W}IICH IS EITHER O OR 1"
C M=O RESULTS IN Y INCREASING FROI'Í THE GTVEN INITIAL VAIUE IN INCRE

C MENTS OF YINC FOR A GIVEN NUMBER OF TIMES (N) 
"

c
C M=l RESULTS IN THE AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF Y VALUES BETWEEN I^IHICH

C DIFFERENCES ARE SMALLEST" THE PROGRAM THEN RUNS AGATN STARTING

C WITH SMALLEST OF THESE VALUES AND YINC=YINC/10" THIS PROCESS REP

c EATS UNTIL Y rS FOUND, OR AT MOST 4 Trl"lES.
C

DO 20 J=1r5
PRTNT 1OO

Y2=10.D9
DO 10 I=lrN
l'l=-þ:kf -6
22=-E*Y-F
DIFF=ABS (ZT-ZZ)
PRINT 200, Y, ZL TZL,DTFF
rF(DrFr"LT"O"OOOO1) GO TO 30
rF(TRUEY"LT "Y.AND"Y2"EQ "10 "D9) Y2=Y-YrNc

10 Y=Y+YINC
rF(Y2"8Q"10"D9) GO ro 40
rF(M"EQ "0) sroP
Y=Y2
YINC=I .D9/ (10 "tQ:k:kJ)

20 N=l1
PRINT 400, Y2+0.00005
STOP

30 PRrNT 300, Y
STOP

40 PRrNT 600, MSG

STOP

50 PRINT 7OO

STOP

100 FoRt{AT (l lloxrtY' ,7x, t -BY-ct ,5X, ' -EY-Ft ,3X, 'DTFIIERENCE'/)
200 FORI'ÍAT Gt4.4, 2rl0 "4,F11.4)
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300 ]toRi"l .T(/10X, 'TliE VALUE Or Y TS', ,FB"4l I l)
400 FoRMAT(/roX,'ttto VALUD oF y CORRECT TO 4 DllC PLACES rS',F9 "5lll)
500 F6RM^T(,1, lix,'Dnra ( ',4F8"1,2F10.5,2T3,' )'l l)
600 FoRr'rAT ( I Lx,ALzo I I )
7OO FORMAT(IIITX,'NO i^]AY - TJÌE NUMBER OF Y VALUES TRIED }ruST BE BETI^IEEN

z'ct AND 20. INSERT CORRECT DATA AND RESUBMIT TllE PRoGRm"'lll)
END
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PROGRAM NAME-TRIAL AND ERIìOR CO TP2

This program is dcsigned to determÍne tire value

and error in a syst"* tl i ii i F = 3, when the value or

ofX

TI

by trial

s knov¡n "

One line -

Input Data

11 integers wÍth a blank between each, representing the
coefficíents ArBrCrDrE and F, the initial value of X, the
amount by which X is to be incremented, the value of Y

(obtained from program COMPI), the number of X values to
be t.ried, and the control value respectively" Students
are to use a control value of 0"
NOTE: The number of X values tried cannot exceed 20"

10X+10Y+3=0
Example - For the syste* iäî I iö; - ; = [, witn Y='O'4t data would be:

OutpuË

10 10 3 10 -10 -5 -2 1 -0'4 5 0

- The output for the above data would be:

X Y AX+BY+C DX+EY+F

-2"0000 -0"4000 -2r"0000 -21.0000
-1 "0000 -0.4000 -11 "0000 -1r,0000
0.0000 -0 "4000 -1.0000 -1 "0000
1.0000 -0.4000 9.0000 9.0000
2,0000 -0.4000 19"0000 19"0000

The procedure is now the same as ín program COMPI, except that
we look for values of X between which AX+BY+C and DX+EY+F are closest
to zero, and use the smallest of these as Lhe new ínitial X value"

Nerr' data - For the above example , the new daLa r'¡ould be:

r0 10 3 10 -r0 -5 0 0"1 -0.4 LL 0

New output

X

0.0000
0.1000

TIIE SOLUTION

Y

-0 " 
4000

-0 " 
4000

SET OI¡ THE

AX+BY+

-1 "0000
0 .0000

SYSTEM IS

C DX+EY+F

-1 "0000
0.0000

(0"1000, -o.4ooo)
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Procedure for Use

- In the example below, userts typing is uncle::linecl .

- Assume that you have signed on.

- Hit the RETURN key after typing each 1ine.

0 comp2

00340 $$r 330

00330 10 10 3 10 -10 -5 -2 1 -0"4 5 0

00340 $$s

FILE SUBMITTED

ENTER ACCOUNT /É, PGM NAIß

218.xx print i ben

L72 AWA.TTING PRINT

ï 

'. outPut v¡ill nor'^¡ be Prínted

e After all tYPing stops
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Listing of Program - TRIAL ÂND ERRO]ì COllP2

DOUBLE PRECTSTON X,XrNC,X2
C}IARACTER,'C120 MSG/iX NOT IN TIIIS RANGE" DXAI'IINE OUTPUT (NX+NY+N)

*çAND SELECT A NEI^I INITIAL X VALUE"I/
READ, A, BrC,D,E,F,XrXINC rY,N,M
TRUEX=1-g''ry-6) /A
PRrNT 400, ArB,C,D,E,F,x,xrNC,YrN,M
IF(N"LT"1"OR"N.GT"20) GO TO 50
DO 30 J=1r5
PRINT lOO
X2=10 "D9
DO 10 I=1rN
l=f*f,a[:'rJ.¡P
PRINT 200 , Xry ,z rz
rF(ABS(z).w.0"0000r) Go ro 20

rF(TRUEX.LT.x"AND"x2"EQ"10D9) x2=x-XrNC
10 X=X+XINC

rF(x2"EQ.10.D9) Go ro 40
rF(M.EQ"0) sroP
X=X2
xrNC=l"Do/ (10"Do**J)

30 N=l1
20 PRINT 300, X,Y

STOP

40 PRrNT 500, MSG

STOP
50 PRINT 600

STOP
100 FORI'IAT ( I lrcxr'x''9xr' Yr r6xr'AX+BY+C' r5x, tDX+EY+Ft /)
200 FORMAT(F13 "4,FlO. 5 r2FL2 "5)
300 FOR¡1AT(lltO*,'fnE SOLUTION SET OF THE SYSTEM IS (',F11 .5,',r 

'F11,k"5rt), I l)
400 FOR1',1AT ('L' llx, , DATA (' ,617 " 1 ,3F10 .5 ,2T3 ,t )', I l)
500 FORI'IAT(/lX, At20 I I )
600 FORI'1Iff(IIITX,'NO WAY - TIIE NO" OF X VALUBS TRIED MUST BE BETI^IEEN

.*1 AND 20. INSERT CORRECT DATA AND RESUBMIT THE PROGRAM", III)
END
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PROGR.A.M NAI'ÍE - COMP

Thís seríes of four programs is designed to solve systems of

AX+BY¿-f.=0rhe formffi;il;;=ð, Or the comparisonmethod" The first three

are of increasing sophistication for demonstration purposes only, and

not for student use. The fourth is a student writ.ten program given
as an assignment"

Input data - For all four prograjns: one line contaíning six real num-

bers, representíng the coefficíents ArBrCrDrEr and F"

BX+2Y-1=0
Example I - For the system ;; ; ;t -Z- = ó , the data would be:

B2-LB3-2

Output 1 - Output from the second program would be:

[= _0"12500
J= 1"00000

AX+BY+C= 0.0
DX+EY+F= 0"0

Example 2 -For the system tt:^-ii]lt=3, thedatai'¡ouldbe:

3-2L73-2-4

Output 2 (a) OutpuL from the second program would be:

*:k'.k[ftQQft:k:k* LIMIT EXCEEDED FOR FLOATING POINT DIVISION
BY ZBRO

PROGRA.I{ WAS EXECUTING LINE 2 IN ROUTINE M/PROG I^IHEN

TERMINATION OCCURED

(U) Orrtput f rom the third program rvould be:

SYSTEM }IAS NO SOLUTION

2X+3Y+4=0
Example 3 - For the systern íï.*Sv+ 4=0, the datawould be:

234234

Output 3 - The output of program three or four would be:

SYSTEM ]IAS NO SOLUTION

This is an incorrect answer because no provision was made in
the programs for dependcnt systerns"
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Listing of Progi:am - COMP

Basic Program:

READ, ArBrCrDrE,F
v=(c-F) / (n-n)
X=(-¡".y-r) /a
PRINT 1, X,Y

1 FORMAT( lLXr' ¡= r ,F10 "5lLX, r y- r ,F10 .51 l)
STOP; END
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Lines 415rB and 9 are additions to

,Fr) "5 I l)
rDX+Ey+F=t rF4"Ill)

systems added. Lines 2rI2 and 13 are

,F10.5//)

rDX+Ey+F=t ,F4"Ill)

2" Verification feature added'
the basic Prograrn,

READ, ArBrCrDrErF
v=(c-F) / (n-n)
X=(-g:tY-P) /e
ll=tr'*f,aþ:kfaÇ
Z2=D*X+E:kY+F
PRINT 1, X,Y

3.

1 FORMAT( lLXr' X=' ,F10"5/lx,'Y=t
PRTNT 2, ZT,Z2

2 FORI{AT(IX,' AX+BY+C- 

"F4. 
L I lX,

STOP; END

Allowance for inconsistent
additions to program 2.

READ, ArBrCrDrErF
rF(B"EQ"E) Go ro 3

v=(c-¡') / (n-s)
x=(-r*y-¡') /e
ll=tr:kfiaþ:kJaÇ
l/=¡*¡ç¡:'--Y¡P
PRrNT 1, XrY

2

J
4

FORMAT( /lXr' X= r rF10 " 5/lXr' Y-'
PRINT 2, ZL rZ2
FORI'{AT ( lXr t AX+BY+C= t 

rF 4.1 | LX,
STOP
PRINT 4
FORMAT ( I I:-'X,I SYSTEM I]AS NO SOLLIION' / / )
STOP; END
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4. Same as program 3 but with X calculated before Y" Coefficient B=]j'

RE/Ð, ArBrCrDrE,F
rF(A.DQ"D) Go ro 3

x=(c-F) / (n-n)
y=(_a,,.X_c) /B
l]=d""-f,¡!-"'-faÇ
Z2=Dtrx+E+rY+F
PRrNT 1, X,Y

1 FORMAT ('lIX-rr¡=r ,F10 "5l:-.xrrY-' ,F10 "51 l)
PRINT 2, ZI rZ2

2 FORÌlAT(íX, t ÁX-r-BY+C= t rF4.L I IXrr DX+EY+F= t rî4-L I I )
STOP

3 PRTNT 4
4 FORMAT( IILX,'SYSTEM HAS NO SOLTJTIONI //)

STOP; END
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PROGRÄM N¡.ME - SUB

These two programs are designed to solve systems of equations

by thc substitution method. The first is a demonstration program and

not intenclecl for stuclent use. It calculates X first and then sub-

st.itutes this value in the Y-form of one of the origínal equations

to find Y. There is no allowance made for dependent systems"

The second is a student written program for a given assign-

menË and does provide for dependent, systems" It calculates Y fí.rst

and then substítutes to fínd X" It should be noted that the formulas

used here for calculat.ing X and Y can also be developed using the

addition method"

Input Data

The data for both programs consists of six real numbers with

a blank beLween each, representing the coeffícients ArBrcrDrE, and F

of the system.
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Listing of Program - SUß

l" Basíc Program:

READ, ArBrCrDrErF
IF(B;.l"EQ"E:';A) Go To 3

¡= (B;;6- ¡''r¡ ) / ( 3".¡-g:'r¿)
y=(_a,'<x_g) /n
ll={:'.-f,a!'l<faÇ
Z2=D?kX+Eì'rY+F
PRrNT I, XrY

1 FORMAT(1X,tX=' ,F10 .5lLX, ry-t ,F10 "51 l)
PRrNT 2, Zr rZ2

2 FORI'L\T(íX,' AX*EY+C_"F4. L I LX,I DX+EY+F= 

"F4"L 
I I )

STOP

3 PRINT 4
4 FORI"ÍAT( I ITX,'SYSTEI'Í HAS NO SOLUTIONI //)

STOP; END

2. Basíc program wíLh Y calculated before x and allowance made for
dependent sysLems, Lines 2, 16 and 17 are additions to the
basic programo

READ, A, BrC rD,E rF
rr'(s,'o.EQ.E:'<A.AND.c/F "EQ "A/D) co ro 5

IF(B'*D.EQ.E;tA) GO TO 3

Y= (D*C-A*'p ) / ( a;.e-n*-¡)
x=(-e*y-c) /a
ll=tr*f,aþ:k{1Ç
ll=þ:kf,¡[:';l4P
PRrNT I, X,Y

1 FORMAT('l:rx-r'X-r,FlO "5 lLxrry-r,FlO "5 I l)
PRINT 2, ZL\ZL

2 FoRlrAT(íxr'Áx+nv"'Ç=' ,F4.IIlxrf DX+EY+F=t rF4"LI |)
STOP

3 PRINT 4
4 FORI'IAT( II]'X,'SYSTEI'1 }IAS NO SOLUTION' //)

STOP

5 PRINT 6

6 FORMAT( I l1X,' SYSTEM IIAS INFINITE SOLUTIONS ' / / )
STOP; END
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Procedures for swítching on the Terminal and signing on/off
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PROCEDURES

r) si^trrctirNG oN

a) Switch phone coupler on"

b) Switch terminal on"

c) DiaL 284-7352

d) Wait for the high pitched tone and then insert the phone
into the coupler"

e) Press the RETURN keY"

f) If the keyboard does not unlock you may have to power-off
and power-on.

II) SIGTIING ON

- Userts typing is underlíned.
- Hit the RETIIRN key after typing each command"

a) Type:

b) Type:

on 21B"xx edit

? ? tirne

The computer will respond v¡ith the message:

TII"IE IS 14.06"11

c) Enter your name and the time gíven, ín the log book"

d) Type: o name (the name that is typed here
is that of the program You
want to use)

e) Ent.er dat.a and run the program. (See procedure for use

under specific Program names)

III) SIGNING OFF

a) Type: ?? time

b) Enter the time given by the computer in the log book"

c) Type: off 2lB.xx
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i) The ordcrecl pair of real numbers corresponcling to point B

ín the figure below is:

A" (0,2)
B " (2,0)
c. (0, -2)
D" G2,0)
E" (-2,2)

Ð Intheequation, 2*-7y+ 1=0, íf xisotheny=?

A" -r 17
B. LI7
c" rlz
D" -r 12
E" 712

3) whích of the following equations has a graph that is the same

straight líne as the graph of 3x + y - 3 = 0 ?

A" 6x+2Y -3=0
B" 6x+2Y -6=0
C. 6x+2Y -9=0
D. 4x+2Y -6=0
E" 4x+2Y -9=0

Ð Graphing is not always an accurate method of solvíng systems
of equaËions because:

A" The graPhs might be Parallel"
B. The graphs might be the same líne"
C" Every system does not have a solution"
D" The graphs might never intersect"
E. It is difficult to read the exact value of coordinates

from a graph if the values are fractions"

5) In the equation, 3* + 2y'5 = O, the real numbers 31 2, -5
are called:

A" coordinates "
B" Coefficients"
C " Dxponents "
D" Verifications.
E" Variables"

B



6) The figure below shorvs the
variables. On this graPh,

graph of a llnear
where y ís 0, x is

equatíon
,Ì
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ín two

A.
B"
C"
D"
E"

J
J

-6
6
0
2

7) The solution set of a system of two linear equations Ís:

A" The solution seL
B" The solution set
C" The union of the
D. The intersection

equations "
E" CorD"

8) The solution set of the sYstem

of either equatíon"
of both equations '
solutíon sets of both equations"
of the solution sets of both

contaíns:4x+y=Q
6x-y=J

A"
BO

C"
D"
E"

9) How many
equation

(Ll2,2)
(L I 2,-2)
(r , -+)
G 12,-6)
(-1,4)

ordered pairs from the
are suffícj-ent to graPh

An infínite number"
At least three"
Four "
One "
Two"

solution set of a linear
the equation?

A"
B"
C.
D"
E"

10) on the coordinate
line segment:

A" OM

B" PQ

C" LO

D" OP

E" LM

system shorvn belorv, the Y axís ís the
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below has11) Whici-i of the
coo::dinate s

in the coordínate sYstem shownpoints
(-2,3) ?

A"
B"
c.
D"
E"

5

4
3
2

I

IÐ The solution set of the system in the figure below contaÍns:

A"
B"
C"
D"
E"

13 ) I^Ihich method
the system

(-2 r-L)(-Lr-2), (0,-1), (1,0)
(-L r-2) , (0, -4) , G2ro)
(2,r), (0,-1)
(-t,-2)

A.
B"
c"
D"
E"

]'4) I^lhich of

of solution would
x+4Y=Q

-x-3Y=l

be the quickest for solvíng

Substitution"
graphing "
Comparison"
Addítion.
AorC

the following is the solution set of the system
2x+y -4
x+2Y=J

The empty set.
(3,-2)
(l 12)
(2,0) , (1,2)
(2ro), (3,-2)

A"
B"
c"
D"
E"
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15) Solve thc following system for Y. 2x + y = t¡

2x-Y=l

A"0
B" 312
c" 4
D"3
E" I

16) In a system of two linear equaLions in x and yr we have found
that x = -I. The value of y could be found by:

A. Plotting x"
B" Replacing x by -1 in the first equation.
C" Replacing x by -1 in the second equatÍon"
D" Replacing x by -1 in eíther equation"
E" The value of Y cannol be found"

L7) How many ordered pairs are in the solution set of a system
if the graphs of the equations are parallel straight lines?

A. One
B" None
C" Two
D" An infinite number.
E. The number cannot be determined from the information

given"

18) Which of the following systems has an infinite number of
soLutions?

A. x+y-3=0 D- x+Y- 3=0
2x-2y *6=O x+Y-6=0

B. x+y-3=0 E. x+Y-3=0
2x+2y -3-0 2x+2Y +6=0

C" x+Y-3=0
2x+2Y-6=0

19) Which of the following ordered pairs are (is) in the solutíon
setofthesystem x+Y=J

3x+2Y=$

A" ( 2, 1) and (-l ,4)
B. $ r-2)
c" (3,0)
D" (0,3)
E. (3,0) and (0,3)
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2ù In tlre systenì 2x + Y = 1/ v = ?3x-2Y=ll J

A" -14
8"2
c. -2
D"5
E. 58 17

2Ð To vcrify that (ll2r-L) is in the solut.íon set of the system
4x+Y=1
2x - 3Y = tç You would:

A. Replace y by -1 ín the first equation and by Il2
in the second.

B. Replace x by 112 and y by -1 in both equations"
C. Replace x by 1 12 in the first equatíon and by -1

ín the second"
D.Replacexbyl12ar.dyby-linthefirstequatíon"
E. Replace x by -1 and y by Ll 2 in both equations"

22) If y ís replaced by -4x + 1 in the equatíon 2x - 3y = Q

thenx=?

A" 417
B" -2
C" LIz
D" -r 12
8"2

zÐ rn rhe sysrem tl I ],t_="-to rhe coefficienrs of x can be
-X*Y=¡

made addil-ive inverses of each other by:

A" Multiplying the second equatíon by -2"
B. I'lultiplying the second equatíon by 2"

C" Adding the two equations'
D. Subtracting 1 from the first equation"
E" Addíng 2 to the second equation'

2Ð A coordinate system on a plane is a system that:

A. Consists of tr'¡o number lines on a plane"
B.Establishesaone-to-onecorrespondencebetweenall

the points on a linc and all real numbers'
c. Establishes a one-to-one correspondence betrveen all

the points on a plane and all ordered pairs of real
numbers.

D" Consists of two number línes that intersect at the
or]-grn"

E"consistsoftv¡onumberlinesonaplanethaÈintersect
at right angles"
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2Ð The solution set of one linear equatíon in two varíables
contains horr many ordered pairs of rcal numbers?

26)

A. An infinite numl¡er if the equatíon is inconsístenl"
B" An infinite number"
C" One"
D " Tv¡o.
E. At least three"

rn the system -3::i=i the coefficíents of x can be

made additive inverses of each other by:

A.Multiplyingthefirstequationby3andthe2ndby-2"
B. l,tultiplying rhe first equation by -3 and the Znd by 2.

C. Uultiplying the first equation by 3 and the 2nd by 2"

D" Addíng the two equations.
E, Adding 1 to the first equation"

2Ð l^Ihich of the following is an equation whose graph is parallel
to the graph of 2x + 3Y = 7 ?

28)

A"
B"
c.
D.
E"

2x
2x

A"
B.
C.
D"
F

4x+6Y=]-t1
4x+6y=J
3x+2Y=lta
2x-3y=J
l2x+1-9y=42

Tf -y+1
=2y-I

then:

y+1=2y-L
y+1+2y-l-
The two equaËions are equivalent"
The two equations are inconsístent"
Nothing can be said about the equivalence of the
two equations.

2Ð rn the sysrem åi i 3i i ;
ínverses of each other bY:

3 B and E can be made additive

A"
B"
c"
D"
E.

Mult.iplying the first equation by E and

Multiplying the first equation by B and

Multiplying the first equation by -B and

Multiplying the first equation by -E and

Tt cannot be done unless the values of B

knovrn"

the 2nd by B.
the 2nd by E"
the 2nd by -E.
the 2nd by B"
and E are



30) rr Bx r- 2y = | then:
Bx+3y=/

A" 2y+l=3y+2
B. -L-2y=-2-3Y
C" 2y+I=3y-2
D" 1-2y=2-3y
E" 2y-I=3y+2
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the system

the system

31) A linear equation in trvo variables has the form:

A" Ax+BY+C=0
B" Ax+BY=-6

-Ax-CC" Y = 
---ã--

Do *=È*
A

Eo Any of the above"

32) Line L in the figure below is the graph of:

A"
B"
C"
D"
E"

3x-2y=
3x-2y=
3x+2y=
3x-2y=
2x+3y=

3x=6+3y

The number cannot be determined because
is not linear"
The number cannot be cletermincd because
does not contain equivalent equations.
None "
An infinite number"
One "

0

-6
6
6
6

33) rf the system # i Ëi i ; : ! r,"" no solution, then

' A. A=D and B=E and CfF
B" A=D and B=E and C=F

C" C=F
D" A=D and C=F

E" B=E and C=F

3Ð The system * ;t 
= t has how many solutions?

A"

B.

c"
D"
E"
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235) I^/hich of

A.

B.
C"
D"
E"

36) In the figure
hhich of Èhe dotted lines is the graPh

the equations be1ow Í-s equival,ent to x-Y=1

x-1 =0
v

-Y = Llx
x-1=y+2
x+1=y+2
None of the above"

below, PL is the graph of
2x+4

Y=x
fy=o.

R
t

A"
B"
C.
D.
E"

4
3

2

1

None of these.

3/

by substítutíon,

3Ð In solvÍng systems of equatíons by comparison, the fírst step
is to:

A" Compare the graphs of the two equations.
B" Compare the constant terms of the two equations"
C" Compare addil-ive inverses"
D" Find an equivalent system of equations"
E, Find the additive inverses of the coefficients of

one variable.

38) In solving
the first

A"

B"

c"

D.
E.

. Ax+Bythe sYstem Dx + Ey
step ís to obtain:

+C
+F

-0
=0

v
A
A,

_-By-c_A

_-Ev-F_D
-Ax-C

B

c
orC

or
B
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39) In clcveloping a formula for solving systems of the fornl
Ax + lly n 1= I o" comparison, vre woulcl write:Ax+ÌiY+F=U '

A.
B.
C"
D"
E"

-By-C=-Ey-F
By+C= Ey+F

-Ax-C=-Ax-F
AorB
AorC

D-A

C-F
D-A

C-F
E.B

E.B
C-F

F-C
E.B

40) which of the following is the formula for finding y in any

system of the form t i ii i : : 3 ot comparison?
Ax + ll)

C+F
A"

B"

C"

D"

F


